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Chicago convention.

TAFT

SAYS THAT

COLONEL

IS

G. D. Weed, (lie

temporary chairman of rhe conven
tion, declared for a conservative government, upheld the policies of Taft
and made a plea for the present poli"
cies of the party.
Texas Still Undecided
Dallas. Tex.. May 1!- Besides
five district conventions to name

WRONG

-

'he
re-

ALUMINUM TRUST
DEFENDANT

RUMPUS

d

-

Montana Will Not Instruct
Livingston, Mont., May 16. Mont
ana republicans met in state conven-tion at noon today. The Taft forces
in complete control of the situn
tion with 434 delegates againBt 222
for Roosevelt.
The Roosevelt forces, at a meeting
this morning, considered the question
of bolting, but after hearing the report of the committee appointed to
canvass the situation, recommended
that the "progressives" demand that
or committee-selecteall "hand-picked-"
thrown ynt. The
he
delegations
report was adopted and if finally
adopted by the convention will result
in the unseating of many Roosevel1
as well as Taft delegates.
That the delegation to the national
convention will not be instructed for
Taft, was decided early today. Th
delegates will go merely with the following from the resolutions to guide
them.
,
"In view of the record cf acknowledged public achievements and principles for which he stands, we express our oonvictlon that the best interests of the American people demand the renomlnatkm and
of William H. Taft and to that end,
while we rest In our delegates full
discretionary powers, we request that
they use all honorable means to secure such renomlnatlon."
At their meeting before the convention, the progressives decided to insist upon a secret ballot, upon the
question of instructing delegates to the
d

CHURCH NEGROES

SUIT

Washington, May 16. The United
States has made strong representations to the government of Ecuador
HER REMARKS ARE UNEXPECT-wer- that it must settle with the American-ownerailway running between Quito,
ED AND CAUSE HAMBURG
the capital, and Guayaquil for services
CROWD TO WEEP.
rendered, as well as the subvention
the government allows.
16.
The
Hamburg, Germany, May
Den
VIII
of
of
Frederick
body
King
mark, who died here Tuesday nTgftt,
was started on Its Journey to Copen- SURVIVED WRFCK TO
hagen at 8 o'clock this morning. A
short and simple funeral service was
STARVE TO DEATH
held in the room of the hotel before
the casket was carried down staiis
by 12 municipal employes attired in BODIES OF THREE MEN FROM TIquaint fifteenth century costumes.
TANIC PICKED UP IN A
Queen Ixiuisa just before the cas
LIFEBOAT
ket was moved, left the rooms ef tha
hotel of hor own accord, and with a
New York, May 16. Oeath
from
voice breaking with emotion, address- starvation, thirst and exposure, was
ed a few touching phrases to de the end of the three men from the
members of the Danish colony, who. steamer Titanic whose bodies were in
with a large number of citizens of a collapsible boat picked up last MonHamburg, had assembled on the sta'r-case- . day by ithe steamer Oceanic, In the
opinion of Dr. W. S. French of the
Her majesty reminded them of the medical Btaff of the Oceanic, which
pleasure her husband had always docked here today. Dr. French's opinfound in visiting Hamburg, and ion is based on the finding of small
thanked them for their kindness and bits of cork in the mouths of the dead
consideration since his death. The in men which he believes they chewed
cident was unexpected and many of to allay the pangs of hunger.
those present were weeping when t;.o
One of the bodies is believed to be
queen finished. A military escort that of Thomson Beattie, a passenger,
e
was waiting outside the hotel and sa- and the others of sailors. Mme.
luted as the casVet was borne o:n.
Navrltil of Nice, France, arrived
while great crDwds of si'en. specta- on the Oceanic to claim her two chiltors gathered along the route to the dren, Michael and Edmund, who wer
station notwithstanding he 'Inziinr rescued from the Titanic, while their
rain.
father perished.

TO TOE DANISH COLONY
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Mar-cell-

NO

MEAT

ELECTION

INVESTIGATION

Washington, May 16. The house
committee on expenditure in the agricultural department postponed today
indefinitely action on the Nelson resolution to Investigate the meat Inspection service.

MANY

CANDIDATES

IS

TROUBLE
FOR

DELEGATES

BECOME

PRESIDING

TODAY IN CONGRESS.

CAUSES

OPS CAUSE

ORDER

NOT

BISH
TO

EXCITED.

MAINTAINED

PRELATE

HAMMERS

GAVEL TO PIECES TRYING
TO BE HEARD.

Washington, May 16. Senate: Met
at noon.
Finance committee agreed to vote
on sugar excise tax bill income tomorrow and on wool bill Tuesday.
blocked move
Senator Heyburn
ment to fix by unanimous consent a
date for a vote on all pending tarif;
bills.
Vice President
Campbell of the
New York, New Haven and Hartford

Kansas City, May 1C. After two
hours' ceaseless effort on the part or
Bishop J. S. Flipper of Atlanta, Ga.,
to call today's session of the Atrican
Methodist Episcopal conference to or
der for the election of four bishops,
the police had to be called in to quiet
the uproar among the delegates
which threatened the serenity of the
neighborhood.
hundred
F,fteen
negroes were
crowded into Allan chapel where the
conference meetings are being held
and which is supposed to seat only
eight hundred. The fact tbat there
were 15 candidates
for the four
places as bishops caused such factional sentiment among the delegates
that at 6 o'clock this morning, four
hours before time for calling the
convention to order the chapel was

railroad testified before Titanic investigating commission that White
Star line's arrangements for a special
train from Halifax included accommodations for all passengers booked ou
Titanic.
House: Met at 11 a. m. and began
consideration of Panama canal administration hill.
Vice President Brownell of the
Erie railroad testified before" judiciary committee in its investigation of packed.
charges against Judge Archbald.
By noon 600 negroes were massed
about the doors clamoring for admission. The uproar that came
KNOTTY QUESTION FOR through the windows was loud and
continuous. Bishop Flipper had HamCOURT TODETEfllNE mered with his gavel and shouted in
vain for order more than an hour
when Dr. T. M. N. Smith, also of
DARROW'S ATTORNEYS BRING UP
Georgia, gained a hearing as chamUNEXPECTED POINT EARLY
pion of the opposition. He denounced
IN TRIAL.
Bishop Flipper for using the "methods of boss rule" and attempting to
Los Angeles, May 16. With twelve
run a "one man convention."
men in the jury box, four of whom
Bishop Flipper and Dr. Smith
have been passed and are subject
agreed to call the police to try
only to peremptory
challenge, the for order
among the excited delegates
trial of Clarence S. Darrow, former
who could neither
be induced to
chief counsel for the McNamata
cease haranguing among, themselves
brothers In the Los Ange'es Times
nor to leave the chapel. When police
dynamiting case, under indictment advanced to the
platform and a lieufor the attempted bribery of George
tenant held up his hand, a hush of
N Lockwood, a McNamara talesman,
death fell over the room. The officer
made rapid progress today. Som9 of
that the body disperse and
the attorneys declared today that the suggested
in Convention hall where
would
be begun
taking of testimony
there would be ample room for sepaby the end of this week.
rate caucuses and "a peaceable adTo one of the questions asked by
of difficulties."
justment
Adjourncounsel for the defense, the prosecument was taken.
tion vigorously objected. The question was this:
"Would you convict a man on eviLYNCH
dence given by a former associate, a
May 16. "Indications
Indianapolis,
to
who
wantel
briber,
ofsend a substitute to the penitenti- are that all of the international
a
been
elected
have
ficers
by
larger
ary?" This question related to the
than two years ago," was
probable appea.ance as a witness of majority
the
here today of James
statement
Bert H. Franklin, a former InvestigatM. Lynch, president of the Internaa.
who
or for the Mcajrara broth i
Typographical union.. The revis engaged .to examine the words tional
sult
of
the vote will not be tabulated
of falesmen sumn.oed In the
until tomorrow night.
completely
case Frit-Mpleaded g'tfPr
to the charge i! 1irfVg a lurcr wt
wa fined $4,000. jidge Hum i tor-the objection under ulvlsement and
announced he probably wou' i render INDUSTRIAL WORKERS
a decision today.
The proceedings
BEING INVESTIGATED
today Indicated
that progress in selecting the jury
would he slower than on the first
a FEDERAL GRAND JURY IS LOOKday. The prosecution
ING INTO ACTIONS OF TROUmembers of the jurors, passed yesterconto
BLESOME CULT.
to
as
their
day,
willingness
vict on circumstantial evidence.
Los Angeles, May 16. It became
Alfred F. Bryant, who was chalwas
here today that the federal
known
the
state
yesterday,
lenged by
examined briefly by Judge Hutton, grand jury Is Invesigating the Induswho announced that he would rule on trial Workers of the World. It Is said
the challenge this afternoon. Before that evidence against the organizathe case was taken up this morning tion will be presented by Police Capthe Indictment against Darrow charge tain J. E. Meyers and G. G. De
both of San Diego, and by
ing bribery of Juror Robert F. Bain
was called and was set over by stip- James Gainor of the federal, secret
ulation until the end of the case now service bureau. These men, It was
on trial.
stated, had been mingling with the
Estimates made in court today by Industrial Workers for some time,
opposing counsel were that the trial had attended many meetings and had
would lost anywhere from three secured much evidence said to be
weeks to two months, the former be- valuable to the government. More
ing the estimate of Attorney Rogers than 100 witnesses, half of them from
for the defense.
San Diego, will be called.
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TEDDY GETS 'EM ALL
Omaha, Neb., May 16. The official
voate for presidential candidate in the

i t

Almost Anyone la Willing to Lend a Little
Trouble

16, 1912.

MAY

statewide primaries April 19, was an
nounced today as follows:
A
Roosevelt 46,529; Taft 13,365; La- Follette 16,713; Clark 20,902; Wilson
14,068; Harmon 12,769.
A
Roosevelt carried every congressional district as well as the state at large
and will have the entire Nebraska delMAKES
GOVERNMENT
CHARGE egation to the Chicago
convention. MEETING OF AFRICAN METHODIST CONFERENCE IN KANClark won in four districts and the
AGAINST AN IMMENSE AMERstate at large, while Harmon carried
SAS CITY IS EVENTFUL.
ICAN CORPORATION.
tl Second and Third districts.

publican national convention delegates
DENIES STATEMENT THAT TEDDY today, conventions will tak? place tomorrow and Saturday, by which time
HAS OVER 500 DELEGATES
delegates from all the state's Ifi disPLEDGED
tricts will have been named. Three
previous conventions have resulted in
f tw unlnsti,
ALLEGES
UNFAIR
REST
PROFITS
CAN HAVE ALL THE
In the other two
cdnteeta
a:nl
gates
districts.
THE CONBRIEF STATES THAT
PRESIDENT ASSERTS OPPONENT
Today's conventions include two disALL
NEARLY
CERN
OWNS
VIS
COULD NOT BE NOMINATED IF
tricts, the Eighth and the Fourteenth,
SUPPLY
OF
BASE.
IBLE
HE HAD REMAINDER
unofficial
returns
which, according to
ere
of last week's county
both for Roosevelt. In the three re
HAS HAD A RAPID GROWTH
HE HAS
TO WIN
ENOUGH
maining districts to act today it appears that uninsttructed or contested
EXECUTIVE THINKS HE IS SURE votes hold the balance of power. In two FROM $20,000 IN 1888 IT HAS
of the districts the Twelfth and the
GROWN TO $27,000,000 AT
AT CHICAGO
OF PLUM
Roosevelt received more InSixteenth,
CONVENTION
PRESENT TIME.
structed votes than Taft on unofficial returns and in the other, the SecPittsburg, Pa., May 16 The feder
Cleveland, O., May 16. In a state- ond district, Taft received no instructment Issued today President Taft said ed votes. In no instance, however, al government has filed a civil antithat the claim of Theodore Roosevelt does this preponderance ?ive. assur- trust suit against the Aluminum
that he controlled 552 delegates to the ance of control.
Company of America, which will be
the basis for an agreed decree designrepublican national convention at Chialuminum
ed to restrain the
Will Endorse Roosevelt
cago was without foundation.
manufacthe
said if Mr. Roosevelt were
from
trust
16.
W.
monopolizing
Va.,
May
Among
Huutington,
to get all the delegates yet to be matters which claimed the attention ture of aluminum and its products, inchosen he could not be nominated.
of the republican state convention to cluding cooking utensils.
In a petition in equity to the Unit"The vote of Ohio, my home state day was the proposal of former Unimuch to my gratification, will be the ted States Senator Davis Elkins fof ed States court for the western disdecisive one and will settle the ques- a statewide primary for the selection trict of Pennsylvania, the company is
said the of a United States senator to succeed charged with being a monopoly retion of the nomination,"
Senator Clarence Watson. Mr. El- straining interstate and foreign compresident.
President Taft in a later statement kins filled, the unexpired term in the merce in violation of the Sherman
law. It is declared to have acquired
pointed out that Mr. Roosevelt has
the
fin
and
for
309
on
a
substantial control of the aluminum
Pour).
(Continued
delegates
Page
only
time admitted that the result of the
industry in the United States and to
have charged unreasonably
primaries In Ohio will settle the
high
question of the republican nomina- BURG AFRAID OF
prices and profits on its products.
tion.
The dissolution of the corporation is
not sought, but the court is asked to
The statement follows: "Only 188
LOSING CONTROL Issue nine broad injunctions against
delegates to the Chicago convention
remain to be chosen. If Theodore
alleged unlawful contracts, combinaRoosevelt were to get all of them, yet
tions, conspiracies and practices.
The government concedes that the
he could not be nominated. Carefully CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEEE
ON
company '. ovnership tof more than
prepared figures show that only 899
INDUCES
WAYS AND MEANS
90 per cent of the known deposits of
delegates thus far are instructed for
HOUSE TO ADJOURN
or pledged to him, and the talk of real
bauxite (base of alminum) in the
and genuine contests against deleSanta Fe, N. M., May 16. The house United States and Canada suitable
gates who are instructed for me, Is a9 met this morning for a brief session, for the manufacture of the metal, is
not "within itself" unlawful. It is
unsustained by the facts as many A which lasted only
long enough for a
the misleading issues that have been motion to
2
o'clock this charged, however, with practical moadjourn until
Injected into this campaign.
afternoon to be put and carried. Chair- nopoly in bauxite and the manufacture of aluminum which the company
"The number of Taft delegates thus man
Burg of the committee on ways
far chosen, not counting the eight and means said the adjournment was legally enjoyed on the expiration of
from Montana and a number from out of respect to the Scottish Rite ser its patents for making aluminum in
Texas and Arkansas who will be elect- vices of the Masonic order now being 1909- has been maintained by unlaw-heled today, is 520, and the vote in Ohio,
here. Several members of thejfl11 agreements and unfair methods
my home state, much to my gratifica- house wanted to take the degree work, towards competitors.
Tne Aluminum Company of
tion, will be the decisive one and will It is reported that Burg feared his big
settle the question of the nomination.
weakened that ca- incorporated in Pennsylvania or- The Chicago convention will be or- he
might lose control of the house 'Snauy as me nusDurgn iteauciion
ganized by the friends of contsitution-a- l while those members were absent. The company, has grown, it is pointed
government and the success of that senate met at 2.30 o'clock, the chief out, from a $20,000 capitalization in
great cause now seems assured."
measure on its calendar being the lo- 1888 until its assets now are estimatMr. Taft refused today to comment
A stock dividend
cal option and high license saloon bill. ed at $27,000,000.
on a story printed In the local papera
of 500 per cent, or $16,000,000 was declared in 1909.
regarding a rumor that he woiild puit
the race If he lost out in the Ohio
WIDOWED QUEEN SPEAKS
primaries.
ECUADOR MUST PAY
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g
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PRICES TAKE TUMBLE
Chicago,
May 16. A sensa'Ional
break In prices was witnessed during

AIR TIGHT

DOORS

the last fifteen minutes of trading today on the exchange. Wild selling of
a stop-los- s
character sent wheat prices
cents
tumbling down as much as 4
a bushel compared with last night.
Corn lost 2M, oats 2
cents, and pork
SO cents.
The excitable action of the market
was due to the fact that heavy sales CARPENTERS OF THE TITANC
of wheat by two prominent concerns
HAD NOT PLACED THEM IN
for the last two days gave tho trade
WORKING ORDER.
too much of a load to carry. In the
end, the resulting weakness spread lo
other staples and led to a geno-- al INVESTIGATION
IS RESUMED
smash in prices.
It was estimated that as mucn as
COMMITTEE
HEARS
SENATE
10,000,000 bushels of wheat had been
REGARDING
STATEMENTS
unloaded on the market within 48
SHIP'S OFFICER LOWE.
hours and that half of the total had
come from a widely known specula
tor.
The severest break was in May HE CURSED RIGHT ROUNDLY
wheat, the delivery most closely associated with the big cash holdings IS SAID TO HAVE TOLD WOMEN
which for more
than a year, have
THEY WERE "DAMN LUCKY
been a constant menace to speculatTO BE SAVED."
ors who attempted to gauge the
course of the market.
Washington, May 1C. Testimony
In every pit the scene when the
that
last gong struck was one bordering tending to rebut intimations
on panic. As soon as the downward White Star officials knew of the Tl- rush of prices had begun, brokers tanlc's sinking hours before they an
seemed to lose their heads and so nounced it, was presented today at
short was the time left for transact- a special meeting of the senate Tithat the best which tanic committee by Vice President
ing business
could be done was to accept any price Benjamin Campbell of the New York,
offered. The collapse left all grain New Haven and Hartford Railroad
and cereals at virtually the lowest company. He said Vice President
Franklin of the White Star line made
point of the day.
arrangements to have a special train
sent to Halifax to bring the survivors to New York and ordered provisCUPID WINS AFTER ion for every passenger booked ior
passage.
Previous testimony was to the effect
that Mr. Franklin had made arTWENTY-FIV- E
YEARS
rangements Monday noon to have a
train to accommodate only 719 survivors. Two affidavits, one Charging
COUPLE SEPARATED FOR FOURTH
Officer Lowe of the Titanic with
REOF A CENTURY TO BE
blasphemy and brutal remarks just
UNITED
after the sinking of the vessel wer. ,
.
I
T,
Hilt i n vstnnfA
San Francisco, May 16. James Mctor William Alden Smith, who V
Donald arrived here yesterday on tno
ducted the inquiry, is anxious to
Alberenroure
to
steamship Harvard,
cure the testimony of Mrs. P.
ta, Canada, to meet Miss Harriet
and others regarding wha
Wldener,
25
years
Woodside, his sweetheart of
at the dinner aboard tha
transpired
ago, who, until a week ago, believed
Titanic just before the disaster.
him dead.
Daisy Minahan, of Grand Rapids,
McDonald sailed from the New Eng
Mich., declared in one affidavit, that,
land coast in the whaling bark Fannie
as the passengers were being put
Griffith a quarter of a century ago.
into
the lifeboats, the crowd was unPhysicians had advised him to take a
and officers were yelling and
ruly
exsea voyage for his health and be
cursing at men to stand back and let
The
married.
be
to
return
and
pected
the women get into the boats. She
Fannie Griffith was wrecked and Mcclaimed that as her lifeboat, No. 14,
to
havo been lost
Donald was believed
was being lowered men jumped into
cn the North American coast. After
it at each deck until an officer
many hardships he made his way back threatened to
shoot the next man
to the New England village and found
who
jumped.
that Miss Woodside had married. He Officer Lowe was
continually singdid not let his presence become known
"Throw Out the Life Line" and
ing
sea.
to
the
returned
and
said "the best thing for you women
In the years that followed he occato do is to take a nap."
e
fiansionally had news of his
"Some of the women," she said, imcee through a mutual friend. He
Officer Lowe to divide
plored
learned last week In Los Angeles that
among the three other
for
he
left
and
her husband had died,
boats
and
back to the rescue. His
go
Canada the next day.
first answer was: 'You ought to oe
damned glad you're here and have
'got your own life.' After some time
BISHOP MOORE MAKES he was persuaded to do as he was
asked.
"As I came up to him to be transA PATHETIC APPEAL ferred to the other boat he shouted,
'Jump, damn you, jump.' The women
he was under the Influence
PRELATE IS PROS- thought
METHODIST
of liquor.
Then he took all of the
RETIRED
TRATED BY BEING
men who had rowed No. 14, togethFROM OFFICE.
er with the men from the other boats
and went back Jo the scene of the
Minneapolis, Minn., May 16 The wreck. We were left with a steward
episcopacy committee of the Metho- and stoker to row our
boat, which
dist Episcopal church today recom- was crowded. The stoker refused at
of eight new
mended the election
first to row but finally helped two
bishops of the church. The report women who were the
only ones pulwas adopted by the conference praction that side.
ing
cally without discussion and voting
"A stewardess who had been saved
on the bishops probably will begin
told me that after the Titanic left
tomorrow.
Southampton there were a number
Automatic retirement by time limit
of carpenters working to put the
for biBhops of the Methodist Episco- doors of the
compartments
pal church, which has been advocat- in
order.
One
of them reworking
ed by delegates to the general con- marked
would he of little
that
they
ference of that denomination in ses- use in case of an accident."
sion here, probably will be acted upon
Additional
favorably by that body.
RICHESON IS CALM.
impetus was given the project by the
Boston, May 16. C. V. T. Riche-sopathetic appeal made by Bishop Davcondemned poisoner of Avis Lin-nel-l,
id H. Moore In his address yesteraay
received a long visit today from
to the conference aiter he had been
the Rev. Herbert S. Johnson, pastor
voted retired.
Delegates are discussing Bishop of the Warren Avenue Baptist church,
Moore's plea to save the bishops' who will act as his spiritual adviser.
mental anguish by setting an age lim- William a; Morse, the prisoner's atit when they may be retired. Such a torney, conferred with Rlcheson toresolution is now before the commit- day. After leaving the death house,
tee on episcopacy and will be report- Mr. Morse said that Rlcheson's calmness and control were noteworthy.
ed out by that committee.

WERE OF LITTLE
VALUE

V.
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on the subject.

The committee on tion committees, Judges of election, will be law only in those seven coun
ties and can be extended to other
favorably Senate etc.
BILLS INTRODUCED IN
Bill No. 130 to regulate tr a rate of
House Bill No. 213, by Llewellyn am. counties only by specific legislation.
THE LEGISLATURE
interest demanded by loan sharks.
The house adopted an amendment
Moreno, to establish a state departf
The finance committee reported a ment of agriculture, to be under the by Chrlsman, which makes it cert sir.
substitute for Senate Bill No. 106. the jurisdiction of the College of Agricul- that the measure if passed shall beSanta P, N. M , May 16. The fol Hinkle county salary measure. The ture and Mechanic Arts.
come law only for the seven counties
v
lowing official business was transact salaries provided are slightly lower
House Bili Nn 14, by Young and enumerated.
ed yesterday In the ataite legislature: than in the original measure.
in
Afternoon Session
Cooney, defining the duties of the
Senate
The judiciary committee reported a spector of mines The act was drafted
The house resumed consideration 3f
In the absence of Lieutenant Gover- substitute for Senate Bill No. 82, by by Mine Inspector J. E. Sheridan, and probate court bills. Catron moved to
nor E. C. de Baca, the chair was oc- Walton, defining property rights In is a complete code carefully drafted. amend so that a stenographic report
cupied by President Pro Tern E. A. dogs, cats and birds.
House Bill No. 215, by Sanchez, to of proceedings in probate court reed
Miera.
Two petitions from Guadalu
Laughren was excused to next Mon- compel itinerant vendors to pay li- not be kept unless litigants desire It
pe county, against the creation
of day and was paired with Alldredge. cense.
The amendment was adopted. Rog
Sumner county, were .presented.
House Bill No. 216, by Baca, to ers moved to amend so as to give
Page was excused until next WednesNew Bills
97, laws jurors $2.00 instead of $1.50
a day.
day and wsa paired with Doepp. The amend section 29, chapter
The following bills were Introduced : senate adjourned to Thursday 2:30 p. of 1907, to permit children In one The amendment was adopted. Catron
Senate Bill No. 144, by Holt, to ore. m.
school district to attend school in offered an amendment which places
ate the state department of agricul
House
another school district.
stenographer's cost upon the losin
ture.
House Bill No. 217, by Gurule, by party In litigation. The amendment
Speaker Baca presided. A petition
Senate Bill No. 144, by Tolt, amend was presented from the Raton Retail request, to amend Sections 4 and 5. was adopted. Catron moved "o strike
ing Section 16 of Chapter 117 of the Grocers' association protesting vehe- Chapter 42, 1907.
out the qualification clause, which re
thirty-eightThe Evans probate act, for whic.'i quires probate Judges before they ran
legislative assembly, re mently against the Moreno Pure Pood
lating to public Improvements In In bill.
two successive substitutes have 'len assume the enlarged Jurisdiction, to be
New Bills
corporated towns and villages. The
reported, and originally House Bill attorneys at law. Rogers opposed the
act la to relieve Las Cruces, which The following bills were introduced: No. 58, applying only to seven coun amendment He pointed out that to
issuea
House Bill No. 206, by John Baron ties, conferring county court Jurisdic place such jurisdiction In the hands i f
5,wu in Donas lor a sewer
system and street improvements and Burg, an act relative to exemption tlon on the probate judge if ne Is a a Judge not learned In the law, would
discovered afterwards that the bonds from taxation of benevolent and fra- member of the bar. Clancy, Moreno, mean many reversals and Increased
had been issued under an act repeal ternal orders and lodges.
Vargas, vehemently opposed the litigation. Nichols took the same
ed in 1909.
House Bill No. 206, by Speaker measure, Vargas saying that Rio Arri- view, saying that a sick man sen Is
The bill was passed under suspea Baca, an act to provide for the num- ba county has only one lawyer and for a physician; similarly, a point of
sion of the rules hy 18 to 0. The meat ber and salaries of the mounted po- he is the district attorney now resid- law should be decided by a lawyer.
are does not affect municipalities in lice and to forbid the mounted police ing in Santa Fe.
Catron defended the amendment,
corporated under the laws of 1909. from taking part in politics. One
Catron made a noble legal argument pointing out that the legislature meets
Ilfeld introduced Senate Bill No. 14f captain at $2,000 a year, two sergeants on the constitutional points of the bill. again In January and again two years
relative to the collection of occupation at $1,500 a year; six privates at $1,200, explaining its provisions fully and hence, that is, before the terms of any
taxes by towns under the commission three privates at $1,020 and three prL pointing out that it applies to only probate judge expires. Chrlsman fa
form of government.
vates sit $900 are provided for.
seven counties, and even in those sev- vored the highest class of men for
' House Bill No. 207,
Final Action on Bills
by Speaker Baca en counties, the justification of attor- probate judgeships, but nevertheless
After committee reports, Senate Bill to provide a uniform system of ac- neyship is not mandatory, but the ex- favored the amendments. Evans spoke
No. 131, to return monies itid ou 1e counting, auditing and reporting for tended jurisdiction Is conferred
only In favor of the bill and Gage presented
ritorial land contracts not carried out all public officers through the state on those probate Judges in those sev- a petition from Koswen in ravor or
was passed 17 to 0.
and placing the traveling auditor Mid en counties, who have had legal train- the measure. The amendment was
Senate Bill No, 58, to regulate and two assistants under the state auditor. ing. Burg also made a splendid argu passed aB well as another amend
House Bill No. 208, by Labadle, an ment in behalf of the measure, while ment by Oatron making a verbal
protect power transmission lines, was
act authorizing the commissioner of Llewellyn apposed it, because it would change in one of the clauses so that
passed with minor amendments.
House Bills Nos. 105 and lOfi, the public lands to acquire by donation or prepare the way, that in some future it conform with another section. Burg
e
Nichols
slave
acts, wero lease, a suitable site for the location day, would deprive worthy and honest offered an amendment which he detabled, the senate having passed sim- of an experimental station in Tor- men, not lawyers of the oportunitv clared was necessary to bring the act
ilar measures on Monday.
rance county. The farm Is to be on to serve as probate Judges. Burg within the constitution. The amendSenate Bill No. 44, the medical bill 40 acres of state lands, adjoining the said the law would help to empty ment was voted down. The bill was
was tabled, House Bill No. 17, on the New Mexico Central railroad. The Jails, would save the taxpayers per. passed 38 to 7.
same subject, pending In the senate. bill appropriates $5,000.
House Bill No. 151, by the judiciary
haps $100,000 a year, and would often
Senate Bill No. 135 relating to inHouse Bill No. 209, by Smith, to lead to speedy trial of criminal and committee, an act to punish acts of
corporation of villages reducing the amend Section 2298 of the Compiled civil cases. Chrlsman defended the sexual perversion, the penalty of $25
number of inhabitants necessary from Laws of 1897, requiring locators of measure, especially because of the to $100 or Jail sentence of not more
250 to 150, was passed 18 to 0.
county than six months or both, was passed
mining claims to sink a shaft at least great distance of San Juan
Senate Joint Memorial No. 4, asking 8 feet deep, and 6x4 feeL
points from the district court head- unanimously, 44 votnlg.
House Bill No. 152, hy the Judiciary
congress to pass the parcels post bill
House Bill No. 210, by Llewellyn, to quarters and emphasized by concrete
was tabled by 15 to 3. Evans and create the office of legal adviser to example from San Juan county, the committee, defining embezzlement by
Doepp spoke in favor of the measure. the governor and fixing his salary at necessity of a probate Judge being at executors and guardians, and providCommittee Reports
$2,000.
least a man able to read and write. ing a penalty of not more than three
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill No.
House Bill No. 211, by Llewellyn, an Mullens read a letter from Judge
years. Rogers moved to amend the
18, by Parker providing a penalty of act amending section 16, chapter 117
of Roswell, In favor of the bill penalty two to 20 years. The amend.
m
t.
i. .i
xvA w nann .jcain iin mo
ior acts of the thirty-eightlegislative as nnd pointing out the urgent necessity ment was adopted. The bill was passyeiiitHLiory
sembly relating to towns and villages. for its passage. Toombs declared the ed, 43 to 0.
was reported out of the committee
House Bills No. 119, by Llewellyn,
House Bill 212, by Mr. CasadoB, an seven counties enumerated want the
on judiciary. The bill Is drafted on act concerning elections and to pro- measure and their request should be No. 72, by Catron, and No. 18, by Burg,
the model of the 1909 Missouri statute vide for the appointment of registra granted. He explained that the bill were passed for the time being because they are under consideration
by the New Mexico Bar association.
House Bill No. 164, by Llewellyn,
by request, an act relating to district
attorneys, Was read preliminary to
passage. It gives district attorneys
$4,500 a year in counties of more than
30,000 inhabitants, one assistant at
at
$1,200 a year, one stenographer
exa
$300
$1,000
and
year
traveling
of
the
penses. In districts of less than 30,- 000 Inhabitants, the 'salary of district
1912.
in
attorneys shall be $3,500 a year, and
traveling expenses of $150 a year. Dis
well.
for boys
folks,
trict attorneys are to give bond of
$5,000 and assistant district attorneys,
$2,000 a year.
A COMPLETE JINGLE.
FINISH THIS JINGLE.
The bill was drafted by District At
Ward. M. C. de Baca offered
torney
of
Out
bed
the
clock
had
the
struck
kidlets,
hoped
(As an Example only.)
an amendment cutting the salary of
eight,
The Wiederseim Kids were tucked up in bed,
district attorneys In the first to $3,000;
Soon the school bell would ring and they shouldn't
assistants to $1,000; stenographers to
be
late,
Then whispered to mama, Twas this that they said'
'
$250; cutting out allowance for trav'For you kids to be tardy, Mother said 'twouldn't
"Tomorrow for breakfast, (this will be our dream)
eling expenses, and reducing the saldo,
of district attorneys in the second
ary
We get some Post Toasties with sugar and cream."
class to $2,500 a year. Llewellyn op"Fill in thh line, mentioning Toasties, and writ plainly.'
posed the amendment. He had been
Sign here
district attorney for eight years and
Name
Date
in his district
the Income averaeed
000 a year, while in some other dis
Street and No.
tricts it ran as high as $12,000. The
State
City
original bill therefore effects a consid
erable saving. The only district in
the second class would be that com
Use above for of answer is suggested but not required.
De Baca
posed of Luna and Grant.
spoke in favor of his amendment and
Address
mail your Jingles to
counseled economy in spending the
people's money. He opposed excessive
Jingle Dept. 300. POSTUM CEREAL CO.. LTD.. BATTLE CREEK. MICH
salaries, saying that under the bill
district attorneys would draw $7,000;
We will buy 50 Post Toasties Jingles, acceptFill in the missing line of the incomplete Jingle a year; that the private practice of
a lawyer Increases when he becomes
able for use in a Jingle Book, received duTing May,
printed above, making the last line include the district attorney. Rogers declared the
1912, at $20.00 each.
the name Toasties," with correct rhyme and salaries paid district attorneys and
sheriffs under the territorial form of
metre.
Onl the Jingles we pay for will be used.
government were notoriously exhorbl-tan- t
There will be 50 Jingles purchased and the
Or, write an original Post Toasties
The house went into commltttee
names and addresses of the writers will be printed
4 lines, ny line of the whole with C. C. Catron in the
Jingle of not less
of which must contain "Post Toasties' chair to consider the bill section by
and mailed to each enquirer who sends us a lc
section.
or "Toasties."
stamped and addressed envelope for return.
A motion of Blanchard to make salAs many Jingles may be submitted as desired
This Jingles will be judged honestly upon
ary of district attorneys for the first
merit, so if you are a sensitive person and not a
One can make this a pleasant form of enter, class $4,000, was lost 22 to 21. A mo
good sportsman don't try, for we have no time to
tainment, may make some extra money, and in tion of Rogers to make It $3,500, was
carried. Amendments to make the
"pet up" those whose Jingles are not accepted.
addition become acquainted with
salary of assistant attorneys $2,000
and $1,500 failed, while the amendment
of de Baca to make it $1,000 carried.
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PACE FOR

THE MAGNET WHICH

May,

Jingles,

An entertainment

most acceptable

and girls, and older

as

and

than

POST TOASTIES
the delicious,

Try

ready-to-serv-

e

a dish with some milk and cream and a sprinkle of sugar.

crisp bits of Indian Corn

n

Profit Cut in Lingerie
Waists.

Sale values In our
Our superior showing of new waists join
Ready-to-WeDepartment show
very clearly how profits have been the
price cutting, profit-sharincut off.
Sale.
Our entire line of Spring and
value in new attractive
Summer Suits, including what
$1.25 Waists, including about 25Lingerie
of the
is left of the popular "Wooltex"
Season's
best
well
and
neat
styles,
Suits, ranging In price from
ly made from good material, taste- - flKn
$15.00 to $42.50, during this sale,
fully trimmed with lace or embroid- - "flu
at a discount of
25 Per Cent
ry, choice
$15.00 Suits at
$11.25
$18.00 Suits at
$13.50
0 Kil value in daintv and desirahle T.in- $20.00 Suits at
$15.00 ULtUU
gerie Waists of unusual beautv.
$25.00 Suits at
$18.75
an excellent variety of
including
$32.50 Suits at
$24.35 tne newest
lon or
models,
style
fin
All of our Silk and- - Lingerie
UfaiUU
short sleeves, each, special
Dresses Including black, white
and colors in Marquisettes, BaPROFITS SHARED IN SILK WAISTS.
tistes, Satin Foulards, Taffetas
and many other desirable fabThese popular garments are also includrics, all well made and tastefully
ed in this
Profit, Sharing
trimmed, worth from $3.50 to event. Each of
these
should inter$65.00, all go at a discount of
est you.
20 Per Cent
9 An values in attractive silk waists of
$3.50 Dresses at
$2.80
ipUiUU
$5.00 Dresses at
Pongee and Striped Messaline,
;...$4.00
$7.50 Dresses at
$6.00 made with round necks and elbow sleeves,
$10.00 Dresses at
:..$8.00 trimmed with Lace and Silk Pinincr rtf
$15.00 Dresses at
$12.00 contrasting colors a very dressy
$20.00 Dresses at
$16.00 and uesirable garment, tor this $2.25
n

Mid-Seaso-

n

Mid-Seaso-

;tt-m- s

sale, each

ruiiiiiiiii

f

SOME SPECIAL

ilaJiil WASH GOODS

at suprlslngly
prices which are proof
positive of the saving advantages
of this event.
10 yds.
Dress Gingham
for
,
95c
Choice of our entire line of
Percale, per yard
10c Crertones, per yard
8c
18c Serpentine Crepe, all colors 14c
25c Cre'tones, per yard
17c
Val Laces, worth up to 8
4c
8
4c
Embroidery, for
A group of items

little

and all the popular weaves, a good
deal under usual price we share our
profits with you. All go at a discount
of 20 per cent.
10c qualities at
8c
15c
20c
25c
35c

qualities
qualities
qualities
qualities

at
at
at
at

.

I2c

9c

12c
16c

...

MID-SUMM-

OPPORTUNITIES.

An exceptional opportunity for the
home dressmaker.
Stylish shades

h

50 persons who send in

AT PRICES PARED CLEAN OF PROFIT IS
ATTRACTING HOSTS OF THRIFTY SHOPPERS

Sale of
Suits and Dresses

Mid-Seaso-

1

$20.00 to each

IS

Mos every store will make some manner of reductions at the end of a season
but this store MUST
be more helpful to its patrons than other stores so, WE lower costs in the
midst
of the season. We
very
have and always will maintain our value giving supremacy in season and out of season.

anti-whit-

POST TOASTIES JINGLES

VALUE GIVING.

SEASONABLE MERCHANDISE

.

$1000.00 FOR.

SALE HAS SET THE

N

...20c
28c

l--

12c

Dress Good and Silks.

Embroidery, for

8c

Lace Allovers and all. lace
All

GOc

and 65c Dress Goods at

j

All $1.25 Dress Goods, per yard
All other Wool Dress Goods at a discount of

For this

dress trimmings

85c

count of

Per Cent

dozen,

two-ton-

e

Taffetas,

per cent.

Messalines,

The line

Foulards,

dis-

25
5c

per

for

2c

Huck Towels

7c

15c Huck Towels

lie

20c Huck Towels

14c

15c Turkish Towels

nc

20c Turkish Towels

15c

10c
25

at a

Pearl Buttons, worth

Sale our entire line of new and popular

n

Silk Fabrics will be sold at a discount of
cludes plain and

25

40c

in-

China

Silks and Wash Silks.

Las Veaa'Loading Store

&.&o$enwa&6 Son
Established

SoutK SidePkia

1862

G. Ot P. CONTEST IN VIRGINIA.
Huntington, W. Va., May 16. Re

to leave the

question of presidential
have been made t ha.
Instructions in abeyance unt the Arrangements
gin the trial Monday. The murder of
publicans of West Virginia assembled state primaries are held
early next vvurzmirger,
who was a clerk In a
in state convention here today to month.
The Roosevelt

name six delegates-at-larg- e
to the
Chicago convention, nominate two
candidates for judge ot the supreme
court ot appeals and select eight presidential electors. The recent county
conventions to select delegates to the
state convention indicated a predoml-nan- c
of sentiment in favor of Roosevelt over Taft, but whether this sentiment is strong enough to insure
Roosevelt Instructions
to the delegates-at-large
is not altogether a certainty, in the opinion of close observers of the situation. The uncertainty in regards to the outcome
arises chiefly from the fact that the
matter will be decided by the leaders
and not by the rank and file of the
party. The close intermingling ot
the
fight with the campaign for the povernorphip and other
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
places on the state ticket and the bitTake LAXATIVE
BROMO
Quinine ter contest for control of the party orTablets. Druggist refund money If ganization has brought about an extt falls to otto. E. W. GROVE'9 si
tremely complicated situation. In
nature is on eacu box. 25c.
some quarters there is a disposition

managers,
however, are confident of their ability
to capture not only the six delegates-at-largbut also the ten district delegates and it is unlikely that they will
be satisfied with anything less than
a Roosevelt indorsement by the state
convention. Fighting on the Roosevelt side are such prominent
party
leaders as Governor Glasscock, former Governors White and Dawson ana
former Representative Hubbard. On
the other hand, Taft has the
support
of the state committee, former Sena
tor Nathan B. Scott and other leaders
of prominence and a
majority of the
republican newspapers.

well known pawnshop.
in
ocourrprf
the office of the establishment on the
"ism or January 31 last. The crime
evidently was the deed of
thit .
watches and money
aggregating $2,- WBrB sioien.
The finding of a
pair of sleeve buttons led h IfVHVW
tvim.
to suspect Cheatham, whose
mysteri
ous Disappearance from his
lodging
piace had puzzled a large circle or
friends, who believed him to be a
young man of respectability and possessed of means. At the time of his
disappearance he was supposed to be
engaged to marry an estimable young
woman. Cheatham was traced
through
the south and thence to New York
but It was not until his return to this
MURDER
city that he was arrested. He Is said
16
How a to have admitted
his guilt, but later
the dual role entered a
of not guilty.
plea
man
e

TO BE TRIED FOR
St. Louis, Mo., May

youth managed to play
of a repectable young
by day
and a daring burglar at
night is expected to be revealed in the circuit
court here next week, when
Samuel
A. Cheatham Is placed on
trial for
the murder of George
Wursburger.

.

Lame back is unsually caused by
rheumatism of the muscles of the
back, for which you will find nothing
better than Chamberlain's Liniment.
For sale by all dealers.

tween the banks, the public and the
government. As is pointed out by
Professor J. Laurence Laughlin or
the University of Chicago, who has
had editorial charge of the publicaNo young woman, tn the Joy
of
tion of this work, the only way to
enable the general public which is the coming motherhood, should neglect
great sufferer from the faults of the to prepare her system for the physical ordeal ahe la to undergo. The
existing financial system to secure a health of both herself and
the coming
better one is by explaining to them
child dependa largely upon the care
involved
the principles
and their she bestows
upon herself daring the
IT IS ESTIMATED 2,000,000.000 PEO- practical operation. The methods of
Mother's Friend
waiting months.
PLE WILL RIDE IN NEW
informing the public have developed prepares the expectant mother's sysYORK IN 1912.
to a remarkable extent since old Ben tem for the coming event, and Its use
Franklin printed his crude broad- makes her comfortable during all the
New York, May 16. What is re- sides but it Is doubtful
any effort term It works with and for nature,
garded as the most remarkable rec- quite as ambitious as. the present one and by gradually expanding all tisord of travel by trolley, subway and ever has been undertaken heretofore. sues, muscles and tendons, Involved,
conelevated electrically operated cars at least in connection with a subjec- and keeping the breasts In good
dition, brings the woman to the crista
ever achieved has just been made generally considereu so far removed In
splendid physical condition. The
public here. It covers the whole state
popular understanding as is the Daby, too, is more apt to be perfect and
of New York for the period of the banking and currency system of the strong where the mother has thus
last three years. Perhaps the most country.
prepared herself for nature's supreme
function. No better advice could ba
striking feature of those which go to
Subsidies of Public Roads.
given a young expectant mother than
inwhich
is
record
that
make up the
,r0,000 to 60,000 auto- that she use Mother's Friend; it Is a
Owners
of
the
dicates that the chance of any pashas proven Its value
mobiles which it is estimated are op- medicine that of
' In
senger being killed is only one out
thousands
New
of
the
miles
within
erated
fifty
cases.
Mother's
To what enormous
of 26,500,000.
this branch of travel has York city hall are expressing much Friend is sold at
satisfaction over the retention in the drug stores.
grown is shown by the fact that durRIEND
for free
bill at Wash- Write
book for expect
ing the period in question more than postoffice appropriation
as finally passed by the house ant mothers which contains much
1,000,000,000 car miles were run over ington
amendment which valuable information, and many sugShackleford
of
the
of
car
miles
track
the 4,700
trolley
of tolls un gestions of a helpful nature.
the
for
payment
in the state, Indicating in other words provides
the gov- BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Athata, C
a
der
by
system
graduated
that nearly 1,000,000 car miles were
made to every life lost by accident. ernment for the use of public highover which rural mails are car- bid for, and so on until the entire
Nearly 6,000,000,000 passengers were ways
ried.
These tolls will run from 10 lot is exhausted. As an indication of
carried during the three years of
to
$30 per mile per annum and should the close figuring which is done bewhom only 1,114 were killed.
This
the
proposal finally become a law it fore submitting bids may be cited
year It is estimated that the passenthe the case of J. P. Morgan & Co., who
that throughout
is
estimated
come
to
total
will
close
ger
reaching
the 2,500,000,000 mark, or more than whole country the sum thus paid by offered 100.4907 for the entire issue
two hundred and fifty times the pop Uncle Sam would amount from
involved fractions of
which even
As this reve- mills.
to $16,000,000
This bid which proved to be
ulation of the whole country. The
of one per cent lowtotal car mileage it Is expected will nue would be applied to road con- about
come close to the 400,000,000 mile struction and maintenance, it is easy er than the average received by the
on
city was not regarded as particularly
mark, equal to 16,000 trips around to understand the cause of joy
in
auto
this
owners
state,
of
the
part
the earth, or two round trips to the
close by experts, although to the outsun with enough left over to cover 80 which with its many rural routes sider it would seem to be. Last year
'
a fat the same firm missed
securing the
trips to the moon. Of this total the would be certain to receive
htfwev-er- ,
some
other
slice.
In
quarters,
entire allotment of the $60,000,ulKl
city of Greater New York counts for
enthusiasm is less marked. Kail- - bond issue by a figure falling below
the lines of the
nearly
officials here express surprise the average price by only seven cents
road
system alone carrying
well over 1,000,000 passengers daily. that the government should propose on each thousand dollars, which is
So rapidly is this figure growing that to pay for the use of the public high still regarded as something of a recIt seems likely that even the new ways while failing to pay to the car ord in close flgurin
While the
transsubways if they are ever completed riers the actual cost of the rail
price secured this year by the city
will not be adequate to relieve the portation of the mails, a matter in for its bonds is a very small fraction
congestion which is now the chief which they are now asking considera- lower than that which last year's istion for a readjustment. Other per sue brought, city officials seem to be
feature of metropolitan travel.
sons living in districts where rural pretty well satisfied in view of the
Latest Word In Banking.
routes
are not maintained are won general bearish influence of an imProbably the most ambitious single
publication ever put out in an effort dering just where the money is to pending election.
to Inform the public at large on a come from eventually it being self
Most Elaborate Volume Lost.
Details are gradually coming to
public question has just made Its ap evident that the postoffice, showing a
pearance here in the form of a sub deficit, can hardly be expected to light in connection with the loss of
stantial cloth-bounbook of 453 pages make the payment from the income the Titanic which under ordinary
entitled "Banking Reform," written of its business operations. Undoubt- conditions would have aroused generand edited by experts of recognized edly the good roads movement Is one al interest instead of being lost sight
authority. The book is Issued by the of great Importance to many others of in the great tragedy. It has now
National Citizens' League for the than auto owners, but many persons become known, for instance, that
Promotion of Sound Banking System feel that the latter as the chief ben what has been described as the most
should do elaborate volume in the world was
an organization with headquarters In eficlaries of the roads
lost with the steamship.
This volChicago, which is working to bring more toward their maintenance.
about an Improvement in the banking
ume was a specially decorated copy
Even Mills Are Counted.
and currency system of the country.
of the
translation
Another exmaple of the manner in or Fitzgerald's
and it is put out as an incident in which Wall street figures even in "Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam" which
the campaign of education which this mills in estimating the probable value was recently sold in London for
association is conducting In order to of securities which it desires to purand was being sent to this coun
enable the people to pass intelligent chase was
evidenced by the bids try. That the price was an extremely on any plan of banking and cur made for the issue of $65,000,000 of ly low one is shown by the fact that
rency reform that may be put for four and a quarter per cent city bonds the cost of the binding alone was
ward. As the membership of the lea- which E.ve now being distributed. The
The cover panel was set with
gue is scattered In every part of the average price secured by the city was 2S9 garnets, turquoises and olivines.
country and as the subject of mone- 100.74, parcels of the bonds In vary- The design was completed with a bor.
tary reform Is one. that is very little ing sizes being awarded to 270 out der representing a conventional treatunderstood it was felt necessary to of 366 bidders. The method of allot ment of a vine inlaid in brown and
produce and to place in the hands of ment Is that of satisfying the high green and set with 250 amethysts
each member a book that would cover est bid first then the next highest, arranged so as to form bunches of
every phase of the relationship be for whatever number of bonds are grapes. The back cover also was
elaborately treated. It was divided
into a number of sunken panels of
Persian design and shape, and these
were filled with gold foliage and set
with 198 turquoises, garnets and olivines. Inlaid in the center panel was
a model, complete In every detail, of
a Persian mandolin made of mahog
any and Inlaid with silver, pearl, satin wood and ebony. And the whale-baccovering was completed with a
border composed of graceful lines and
many dots. The corner and side panHair Becomes Soft, Fluffy, Lusels held 48 turquoises and garnets
trous and Beautiful Immediately
and were filled closely with foliage.
An elaborate Inlaid border of an Or
After a Danderine Hair Cleanse
iental character completed the
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ELECTRIC LINES

MOTHE

GROWING MORE

POPULAR
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one-quart-

one-thir-
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$2,-02- ri

$2.-50-

Danderine

Grows hair and we
can prove it

Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
Scalp and Dandruff
A little Danderine now will immediately double
the beauty of your hair No difference how dull,
faded, brittle and scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Danderine and carefully draw it through your hair
taking one Small strand at a time. The effect is
immediate and amazing your hair will be light,
fluffy and wavy and have an appearance of abundance; an incomparable lustre, softness and luxuriance, the beauty and shimmer of true hair health.
Try as you will after an application of Danderine,
you cannot find a single trace of dandruff or a loose
or falling hair and your scalp will not itch, but
what will please you most will be after a few week's
use when you will actually see new hair, fine and
downy at first yes but really new hair sprouting
all over the scalp.
Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers of rain
and sunshine are to vegetation.
It goes right to the
roots, invigorates and strengthens them. Its
properties cause the hair to grow abundantly long, strong and beautiful.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's Danderine
from any drug store or toilet counter and prove to
yourself tonight now that your hair is as pretty
and soft as any that it has been neglected or injured
by careless treatment that's all you surely can
have beautiful hair and lots of it, if you will
just
try a little Danderine. Real surprise awaits you.

(
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RED SOX PARK

DEDICATED.

Boston, Mass., May 16. Fenway
park, the new home of the Boston
American league baseball club, waa
formally dedicated this afternoon
with the initial game of the season
between the home team and the Chi
cago White 8ox.
The presence of
the governor of Massachusetts and
the mayor of Boston, together with
a band,
and other accom
paniments, added to the brilliance of
the occasion.
flag-raisin- g

CLASSY BOUT FOR

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS MEET
16. Delegates
Atlanta, Ga., May

her friend's

--

SEW1NGMACH1NES

from Jacksonville, Tampa, Savannah,
Pensacola, Augusta, Macon and a
GOOD ADVICE number of other cities are here for
the annual meeting of the Georgia- The Results Made This Newburg Florida grand council of the United
Commercial Travelers. The sessions
Lady Glad She Followed
began today and will continue until
Suggestion.
the end of the week. Several officers
Newburg, Ala. "For more than a of the national organization are here
PY BRONSON AND PACKEY tfi year,"
EXPORT8 OF THESE NECESSARY
writes Myrtle Co thrum, of this as the guests of the convention.
FARLANO WILL MCET IN
IMPLEMENTS THIS YEAR
"I
In
suffered
with
terrible
place,
pains
INDIANAPOLIS.
WILL BREAK RECORDS
my back and head. I had a sallow
complexion, and my face was covered MISSOURI G. A. R. ENCAMPMENT
Indianapolis, Ind.. May 16. As a with pimples. Our family doctor only
Washington, May 16. Sewing mais
Macon, Mo., May 16. tMaoon
curtain raiser for the world's great- gave me temporary relief.
chine
exports In the current fiscal
In
dressed In the national colors
est automobile race, the
InA friend of mine advised me to try
honor of the members of the G. A. R. year will make their highest record
ternational sweepstakes race, to be Cardul, so I began taking it, at once,
of Missouri, whose thir and will probably aggregate $10,000,-00run at the Indianapolis motor speeO and with the best results, for I was Department
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during the 48 years since the official
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Ilronson of Indianapolis, will fight 10
I shallv always praise Cardul to sick Harvey M. Trimble is to be the guest record of their commercial movement
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worth,
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Brazil,
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SURE OF MARYLAND.
Baltimore, Md., May 16. The democratic state convention met today to

select the Maryland delegates to the
national convention to be held here
next month. In accordance with the
results of the recent state primaries
the delegates will be Instructed to
support Champ Clark for the presidential nomination.
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To The 10 Round Boxing Contest

ASSERT THEY ARE AWARE OF MECHANICAL
SUPERINTENDENT
HIDDEN TREASURE NEAR
AT LA JUNTA TAKES CHAflGE
Entered at the postoffice at East United State senate of his late fath
OF TOPEKA SHOPS.
NEWKIRK, OKLA.
Las V egas, New Mexico, for transmit er. Stephen B. Klkins. He is opposed
4on through the United State malls In his plan, rt is said, by a number of
Newkirk, Okla.. May 16. Rumors
Topeka, Kan., May 16. M. J. Dru-ry- ,
M second class matter.
of l.a Junta, Colo., mechanical
republican leaders, mentioned In con of vast treasure hidden in the vlcln
nection wh the office. It was said lty of Coleman's bluff six miles west superintendent of the northern dis
TEP.M8 OF SUBSCRIPTION
the Dlatform would endorse the re of here, and belonging to J. M. Cole trict, western lines, of the Atchison,
Dally, by Carrier:
of 1908 man, caused many bands of explorers Topeka & Santa Fe Railway company.
publican" national platform
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particularly that portion relating to to make their headquarters there last has been appointed superintendent
U the administration of Colonel Roose fall.
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of the company's
shops in Topeka,
6
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velt.
Among) the adventurrers that start succeeding John Purcell, lately proT.M
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ed investigations was a band from moted to be assistant
to the vice
Dally by Mall
New Mexico, which seemed more de- president in charge of operation.
Minneapolis Conceded to Teddy
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One Tear
Mr. Drury entered the service of
Minneapolis, Minn., May 16 That termined than the others to make
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the big fight for the endorsement of the secret of the bluff their own the Santa Fe as a machinist in the
Senator La Follette to be In the state They made several surveys In the fall Topeka shops In February, 1889. In
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republican convention, which aseem and early part of the winter, but 1893 he was made
gang foreman
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bles here at noon today is to a great were compelled to give up their serving in that position until Octo
One Year
etxent for the purpose of gaining con search for the time, on recount of ber, 1895, when he was promoted to
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be general foreman at La Junta. In!
trol of the state republican machinery the severity of the weather.
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in anticipation of the convention for
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The New Mexicans say they have general foreman. In 1902 he was
to be held in July, is the
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a
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The election of 24 delegates, Minne in New Mexico. This rock, they say, went to La Junta to be mechanical
sota's quota to the national conven- can only be used in dry and warm superintendent of the northern disof Roosevelt is conced weather, and that when they tried trict of the western lines.
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I. A. Caswell of St. Paul, a Roose to use it laBt fall, its action was im
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PRESIDENT
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the work in
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PREDECESSOR
resolutions
TLING
to
found more signs of the treasure on hand with Mr. Purcell. Mr.
have all
Advertisers are guaranteed the
Drury's
committee on resolution without de Coleman's bluff than on any other successor at La Junta has not been
largest daily and weekly circulation
This
was tabled.
point along the Arkansas river.
named.
of any newspaper In Northwestern bate on the floor,
Sanderson, Tex., May 16. In smug,
it was said, was an attempt to keep
Frank James, the old outlaw, who
Mr. Drury is rated as a high class gling arms and ammunition Into MexNew Mexico.
the expected La Follette resolutions was one of the early marauders in mechanical man, as is indicated
by ico the agents of the revolutionists
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from the floor,
Oklahoma, has been searching recent- his appointment to have
of have found 'this isolated section of the
charge
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ly in the viciirKy of the bluff and the Topeka shops, the largest railroad upper Rio Grande border peculiarly
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Colonel Causes Comment.
NEWS DEPARTMENT
along the Chickaskia river. He is shops in the country. In addition to suitable. It is 25 to 75 miles between
Washington! D. C. May 16 Colonel now waiting for the arrival of the that, Mr.
Drury always has been pop- railroad stations, and for a time the
Roosevelt's 'statement in Ohio yes- other parties, and then will join them ular with the men.
Although a strict neutrality law violators found it easy
THURSDAY, MAY 16 ,1912
terday that he was assured of the re in their search.
disciplinarian, he is fair and cour to dump off the trains boxes of guns
publican nomination for president
Hidden In '67 and '68.
teous and has been very successful and munitions of war and get them
was a subject of comment by the dt
The treasure, which was hidden by In keeping up good
feeling among tne across the Rio Grande before they
rectors .of both the Roosevelt and bandits in 1867 and 1868, if it is hid
in his department. In this could be intercepted from this side.
employes
Taft headquarters here today. Senar den on Coleman's bluff, has sunk
respect, it is predicted, he will feel
J. J. Allen is sheriff of Terrell countor Dixon In charge of the Roosevelt so deeply into the earth as to be exentirely at ease in the shoes of nis ty, of which Sanderson is the county
headquarters sadl: )
tremely difficult to find. The ground predecessor.
seat. He has gone through a number
"Colonel Roosevelt in his state- haa changed considerably.
Mr. Drury will move
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1
have positive, information from landmarks and Frank James, who is
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system lines much of the time. His der man which is becoming very rare
SOME NEW MOTOR ETHICS have given their assurance that they same.
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owing to the encroachment of settleintend to vote for Roosevelt on the
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ments and civilization upon what was
first ballot. This makes 241 who will ter the Civil war, when a band of
Ordinarily when a man gets run over
formerly a wild ranch region.
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The closing sales
which is to be opened tomorrow in
federal troops, reached Yermo yester courted a widow at Alpine, Tex., and
83
memory of the late Guatave Mahler Amalgamated Copper
according to dispatches received they were to have been married about
day,
106
who was well known to Americans American Beit Sugar
here
today from the federal camp at the time of the attempted train rob
FOUNDERS' DAY AT TOME
13H6
aa the leader of the New York Phil Great Northern
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performers will take part Including Southern Pacific
170
delivered by Dr. Edwin A. Alderman, terror In the Torreon district, Is re- bandits and looters, not actuated by
four immense chorus organizations, Union Pacific
69
ported to have been made a prison- any patriotic move. He regards Mapresident of the University of
a dosen noted soloists and the cele- United States Stefll
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by the federals at Mapimi.
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SHELLFISH COMMISSION MEETS.
Boston, Mass., May 16. Delegates
from nearly a score of states bordering the Atlantic and the Gulf were
present today at the opening of the
annual convention of the national
Association of Shellfish commission
ers. Addresses dealing with the scientific culture of oysters and lobsters
and various other phases of the shellfish Industry were presented by Or.
Julius Nelson of the New Jersey agricultural experiment station, Prof. E.
P. Gorham of Brown university, Frederick L Perry of Connecticut, and
others. Following the adjournment
of the convention Saturday the delegates will go to Gloucester and later
will visit the fisheries of Rhode Island and Connecticut.
LEVI

P. MORTON 88

SADDLES
SEEDS

HARNESS

ues to take a keen interest in politics,
finance and all public questions of
the day. It is not without interest
to note that Mr. Morton has attained
a greater age than any other man
who ever held the vice presidency
with the single exception of the first
vice president, John Adams, who died
in his ninetieth year.
TAX PAYMENTS.

Notice Is hereby given that all unpaid taxes of A. D. 1911, will become
delinquent on June 1, 1912, and on
and after July 1, 1912, will be subject to 5 per cent penalty. The list
of delinquent taxes will be made and
published after July 1, 1912, penalties
and costs will be added, judgment?
recovered and property on which
taxes remain unpaid, will be sold.
YEARS OLD.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 9

Washington, D. C, May 16. Former Vice President Levi P. Morton,
who now makes Washington his permanent place of winter residence,
quietly celebrated his 88th birthday
anniversary today. Though the serious illness
which he experienced
about a year ago left him saghtly enfeebled in body the former vice president is as alert mentally as most
men of half his years and he contin

1912.

HUGENIO

ROMERO,

Treasurer, San Miguel County, N.

M.

Poor appetite Is a sure sign of Impaired digestion. A few doses of
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets will strengthen your digestion and Improve your appetite. Thousands have been benefited by taking
these Tablets. Sold by all dealers.

WOMEN'S SUMMER WASH

DRESSES

$1.25 to $10
EMBLEM OF SUMMER
These dresses are as carefully tailored as the finest cloth, Airily Dressy
with lace and embroidery, in all the
soft, fair shades of the 'Summer Color
Card. but staunchly
fbr all
their prettiness.
Finely correct for
street.wear, with or without a coat.
tub-Worth-

y

Now is the time to select
your

Sumer Stock and This is The
Store That Suits
Every
Woman's Fancy.

-

STOUE OF QUALITY"

H
HARAC
E. Las Vegas
(Ml,

Jft

las

Lorenzo Gregory went to Raton
this afternoon on train No. 1.
In last night
D. J. Cerron came
from his horse in Trinidad on busi-

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

ness.
Mrs. G. C. Price and baby came in
this afternoon from their home In
Pueblo.
Miss Ixjulse Pugh came in this afternoon from her ranch east of Wag
on Mound.
A. W. Blkkert of Albuquerque came
in last night from his home In the
Duke City.
H. S. Dougherty drove in yesterday
from
hp ranch near Mora and was in

toaay.
lsA. vegas
Levin arrived

WINTERS DRUG

last night from
his home in El Paso, on a short business Hp to Las Vegas.
Mrs. George Pascomb left this afternoon for Chicago on a short visit
with friends and relatives.
SlsT fecial Santa Fe officer, went to Albuquerque last night
on a short business trip.
C. D. Bf&ard of La Junta came in
last night from Colorado on a short
business trip to Las Vegas.
George W. Hartman, who travels
out of Lag Vegas, returned yesterday
from a short trip in Colorado.
Dr. Peter O. Dulcet returned yesterday afternoon on train No. 1 from a
short business trip to Denver.
Taylor Hudson, Jr., of the Hudson
Bill Posting company of AlbuqueYque,
was in Las Vegas today on business.
Theodore Espe, who Is connected
with the United States land office in
Santa Fe, came in from the Capital
City today.
Albert Marshall, fireman at the
state asylum power house, left yes
terday for Albuquerque where he Win
spend a week visiting friends.
D. H. Taylor,
the
representing
Goodrich Rubber company, :was in
Las Vegas today ' visiting the local
automobile dealers, and garages.
F. R. Connell, manager of the San
ta Fe California tourist service,
passed through Las Vegas last night
en route from Los Angeles to Chicago

GO.

Phone Main a

NEW DAINTY
WASH GOODS
30 inch fast colored figured
Batiste in light and dark pat-

a yard.
40 inch Bordered Lawn in
the newest Grecian effects, all
colors at 15 a yard.
Cotton Folards, large assortment of colors, at 15c a yard.
Egyptian Tissue Ginghams,
at 20c and 25c a yard.
Silk and Linen mixed foulards, all leading shades at
30c a yard.

terns at

10c

Hoffman

&

Graubarth

(The Popular Priced Store)

on

train

No. 2.

Miss

Cora Duncan, stenographer
and bookkeeper in the office of the
Phone Mam 104.
Agua Pura company, left this after
noon for a visit to the West home
stead near Colmor.
President Green of the National
Biscuit company, passed through Las
Vegas last night in private car No
1858 on train No. 9 en route from the
east to Pasadena, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Luclan Rosenwald,
REGULAR DINNER
who have been in Las Vegas for a
(week's visit with Mr. Rosenwald's
SUNDAY DINNER
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. Rosenwald,
will return to their home in Kansas
35o
1 City tomorrow.
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State
J. M. Kurn, superintendent of the
BARNES & RUSH, Props,
western grand division of the Santa
9
Fe railroad, passed through Las Ve
gas last night en route from his headquarters In La Junta to Albuquerque,
in his private car on train No. 9.
BRAIDS AND PUFFS MADE
C. J. Pratt, representative of the
iNew
Era autocycle with headquarters
ORDER
-Tin Denver, who has been in Las Vegas
the past week, will leave tomorrow
OF HUMAN HAIR to match
for Santa Fe and Albuquerque. Mr.
make
also
Will
shade.
any
Pratt will make the trip overland on
up your combings.
his motor cycle, provided the roads
are in good condition.
AT TAICHERFS
Agent, or The New Idea

10c

Patterns

Cafe De Luxe

I

25o

I
4.

O

PHONE

VEGAS 340

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GO TO

RAYWODD'S

TOM

HEADQUARTERS

.

LODGE

FOR

MEMBERS

AND

OFFICIAL DISPENSER

OF

1

All

RAUGHT-

POSTUM

Brands of Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies

don't

IM
il inir
l

Family Trade Solicited

Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors

"There's

a

Reason9

or Beers

Come and Try Your Luck
Pojtum Cereal Co, Ltd,
Be.uk r

ing Chamberlain's Liniment aad massaging the parts freely at each application. For sale by all dealers.
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SPECIAL

OKLAHOMAN WITH HEAVY ARTILLERY VOICE WILL ANNOUNCE
AT THE BIG MATCH

Embroidery
Sale

Black and white will be
rotors of the Johnson-Flyn-

the

official

match
black for the colored person and white
All this week you will have
for the Pueblo coal heaver. This is
an opportunity of buying:
the idea of Jack Curley and Is entire
15c, 20c, 25c embroidery at 10c
ly original. The big arena will be
40c ladles union suits ....25c
draped in patriotic colors and a pro
35c ladies muslin pants
25c
fusion of black and white penants. The
35c muslin corset covers. . .26c
black flaglets will bear the name of
Men's leather hat bands. . . .25c
Johnson in white letters and the cog6 large cakes toilet
soapj. . 26c
nomen of Plynn will be inscribed in
Enamelled letter boxes
25c
old English type of black cloth upon
3 cups and saucers
25c
the white ones. Supporters of each
3 large dinner plates
25c
of the contenders will be allowed to
5 blown glass tumblers
25c
wave pennants showing how
their
2 20c platters
25c
ympattyieg are bestowed.
2 glazed bakers, bowls and
Yesterday evening it was announcbakers
25c
ed ait the Curley residence that Tom-mt- e
1 lot
25c
painted jardineers
Cannon of Oklahoma City, Okla.,
Silk mull auto scarfs
25c
had been designated as official an25c
Crystal vinegar cruits
nouncer for the big match. Cannon
8 ladies handkerchiefs
25c
lias appeared In a similar capacity is
Ladles large
apron, extra
all of the big athletic events which
25c
bargain
have been pnlled off in the convention
Wood chopping bowls
25rhall in Kansas City during the past
Large lipped granite sauce
three years. He is a much a czar of
pans
25c
the squared circle as was Uncle Joe
A good grade razor strop... 25c
Cannon when speaker of the house.
He knows just as much about ring eti
An 1,000 bargains at the
quette as does Uncle Joe about parlif.-- i
mentary procedure. Cannon is a good
5-10
name for this Oklahoma gentleman as
his enunciations represent the heavy
artillery of local broadside. There
will be no asking your neighbor in the
"whalt did he say?" after Canarena
Wells-Farg- o
Office
Opposite
non has made an announcemenrt.
Accompanied by his wife, Art Grei-nesecretary of the
bout, arrived this morning from Chi
WISH IT WERE TRUE" ago on the California Limited. Greiner
will be here until after July 4. He
IS CURLEY'S REPLY says that Chicago is nutty about the
coming ring engagement and will send
a large coterie of sport lovers to Las
THE PROMOTER NOT COMMUNICA. Vegas to witness the bout between the
two dreadnaughts of the ring.
TIVE REGARDING RUMOR OF
A new sparring partner was added
HIS MARRIAGE
today to the Hat of huskies at the
at the Hot Springs.
Armand Schul, whom
everyone Flynn domicile
knows by this time as Jack Curley, HIb name is Demet and was recomstated last night, when questioned re mended to Curley and O'Malley by
garding the report that he is to be Curt Howe Elllnwood, Kan., an old
married Tuesday of next week to Miss friend of the Chicago promoter. AfMarie Drescher of Denver, that he re- ter the arrival of Trainer Ryan next
gretted the story was not founded up- week Demet and the rest of the lads
who will help Flynn get in shape will
on facts.
be
kept busy from morning to night.
"It is not true," said Curley, "but
Yesterday a party of Las Vegas
you can say for me that I wish it
people called on Flynn. He Informed
were."
visitors that he is enjoying himself
his
Yesterday's Denver papers were fill,
ed with articles stating that the wed- immensely and that he is sleeping and
ding of Curley and Miss Drescher will eating and loafing, with the exception
occur here early next week. The sto- of his dally run of bIx miles. Flynn
even read the newspapers.
ries were accompanied
by photo- does not
care whether the comnot
He
does
graphs of Curley and Miss Drescher.
ment of the sport writers is complimentary or otherwise he knows the
BOXING CONTEST TONIG.HT
work cut out for him and is determinTwo bouts will be pulled off tonight ed to do it in a workmanlike manner.
in the K. P. hall, under the auspices
of the Moose. Each of the combatants though unknown to fame Is good
MAROONS GETTING
and will do his best to rise from the
obscurity that surrounds him. The
success which has attended the
READY FOR GAMES
of the lodge and the pleasure
of their recent past entertainments,
will be enhanced by the clever work
PREof "Kid" Burns, who, against Jimmy SQUAD IS WORKING HARD IN
FOR THE DAWSON
PARATION
will
star
the
be
O'Brien,
performers.
CONTESTS
Only members will be admitted.
n

.

-

and 25c
Store

r,

Plynn-JohnBo-

u

"I

TRUST SHUT UP THE

AS

FAST AS SUGAR COMPANY
GAINED CONTROL IT STIFLED COMPETITION.

New York, May 16.

- FOR - ROOMING

Ernest

W.

Ger-brach- t,

trust
Gerhracht, who is awaiting transportation to prison, continued his
regarding the plans of
testimony
s
Henry O. Havemeyer and Mr.
associates in the latter eighties to extend their operations. The
witness said the Arbuckle refinery
was built in 1898, following a dispute between the American Sugar
company and John Arbuckle
over the return of barrels at 20 cents
each.
Optic.

With good workouts this afternoon
and tomorrow the Las Vegas Maroons
should be in first class condition to
take on the Dawson aggregation Sat
urday in the opening game of thb
baseball season. The last of the regular players arrived last night, and,
with all of the men in their regular
t
this afternoon
positions, the
was a success. A workout was attempted yesterday afternoon in spite
of the fact that the grounds at Amusement park were in poor condition,
being a sea of mud. The appearance
on the field of "Chief" Lockhart, who
from
came in yesterday afternoon
and
the
life
!nto
game
California, put
some good work was done, despite
the handicap of a sloppy diamond.
There is a regular player signed up
for each and every position, and there
are a number of ball tossers from over
the state who are working out w!:h
the team with the hope of beating
some of the regulars out of a job. This
adds life to the game and competition
for ail places are keen.
Lyons, Ellis and Clark is the regular
outifeld. MScIntyre, first base; Shirley,
second base; Lockhart, shortstop; and
Owens, third base, make up th regular infield. Buckles and Barclay are
out for the place behind the bat, and
Brown, Stevens and Klrkland compose
the pitching staff. Wlngo, Stewart,
Sandoval and Lundy are likely lookiug
competitors for places.

PRESENTS

GRADUATION

Get ready for the big matt
and lay in a supply jt Viet
useful necessities for roam furnishings.
CASH SPECIALS FOR THIS
WEEK
$3.85 for the $5.00 Perfectio.i
'
Oil heaters.
$4.65 for the $6.00 Blue Perfection Oil heaters.
$1.65 for $2.00 white enameled
combineta.
90c for $1.25 china combinets.
$1.25 for $1.75 large china bowl
and pitcher.
65c for 85c large china chambers with lid.
10c for 15c china soap slabs.
$1.85 for $2.25 woven wire bed
cots.
$1.95 for $2.50 woven wire bed
cots.
35c for 50c canvas camp stools.
45c for 65c canvas camp chairs
with back.
85c for the $1.00 wood folding
chairs.
$2.25 for the $3.50 wool plaid
blankets
12c for the 15c pillow cases.
55c for the 75c
white bed
sheets.
Everything marked in plain figures at prices that talk.
THE ROSENTHAL

OPPOSITE
C. A

AT

TAUPERT'S
it is Easiest to Choose
From a Full Assortment

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90

EMPRESS Flour
REGULAR RETAIL VALUE.

CASH

$10.00

We purchased several carloads) of this beautiful

and oar

dinner-war-

lam
and i

COMMENCEMENT

DOINGS

AT LAS VEGAS HIGH
THE ANNUAL

CLASS
SERVICES
WILL OPEN THE PROGRAM,
REV. SKINNER TO SPEAK.

Next week will be the big week in
the school year for the students of
the Las Vegas High school, with commencement exercises, junior class re
ception, senior class play and many
other school and class activities. The
class services will be held Sunday
night in the Duncan opera house.
The class play will be presented on
Thursday night in the opera house,
the junior reception and banquet to
the senior class will be given Monday
night in the Casteneda hotel and the
commencement exercises will occur
Friday night In the opera house.
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor of tn
First Presbyterian church, will, deli'
er the class sermon at the services
Sunday night. No evening services
will be held in any of the churches
of the city and the general public is
Invited to attend the exercises at the
Duncan. The public is also invited
to attend the commencement exercises Friday night Dr. Frank H. rf.
Roberts will give the clasB address.
Excellent
musical programs have
been arranged for these two occasions.
The Junior reception and banuet
on Monday night will be an elaborate
affair, and will be held in the Caste
neda hotel at 7:30 o'clock. This will
be attended by the members of the
two upper classes and by a few Invited teachers and guests.
The senior class play "Aunt Jane
at Bexley," which will be staged
Wednesday night, promises to be one
of the best performances in the his
tory of the school. The piece is a
round of amusing incidents and there
is something doing all of the time.
The cast is a large one.all well fit
ted to their parts. The production is
being staged under the direction of
Miss Katherlne
Davis, teacheV of
English in the High school. Seats for
the play will be placed on sale the
early part of next week, selling at
35 and 50 cents.

for less than (14 in any retail china store. It Is guaranteed bj both
ana ourselves.
as Bye
There Is a coupon In every sack oforLARABEE'S Floor. Send
money order, and we will
and 13.90 in cash, draft, postal
express Address
and reienSyoo one of these beautiful seuofby frefehc
coupons
the Larabee floor
mittance to The China Department
write your name and address plainly.
Hutchinson, Kansas. Be sore to Floor
are also good for Rogers' Silverware)
The coupons In LARABEE'S
for
and other valuable premiums.. Ask
desortptrve circular.
w
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you know, is
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"Mighty-Good-

GERMAN-
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Flour that makes Baking a Delight

-MILLED

GROCERS

FOR
SALE

Try a Sack You'll Like it.

BY

OPPORTUNITY COMES ONLY ONGE
TAICHERT OFFERS YOU THE GREATEST

Ask Yourself this
Why should I wear
Boston ian Shoes?
Because You save money and we
have the largest Stock to Select from
at from $2.50 to $5.00.

All This

Season's Latest Models

Ten dozen pairs of Shoes Oxfords, tan and black, broken
Sizes-- $3.
50 and $4.00 at
We have about 30 suits on hand which we sold for $13, $18 and
$20, all worsteds, that will be sold for
$19.50
We want the volume of business and not the long profits. An
inspection solicited.

$2.78

TAICHERT'S
610 Douglas Ave.

$1,050

E. Las Vagas

AT YOUR DOOR

FULLY EQUIPPED

try-ou-

one time superintendent of
the Havemeyer and Elder sugar refinery in Brooklyn, who was convicted
of complicity in the sugar weighing
frauds and sentenced to pay 5,UOO
fine and serve two years in the federal prison at Atlanta, testified before the special examiner taking testimony in the government's dissolusugar
tion suit against the

Everybody reads Tn

(

CANNON

TALKING

g

Now is the time to get rid of your
rheumatism. You can do 't by apply-

16, 1912.

WILL DO THE

Have-meyer'-

515 DOUGLAS AVE.

MAY

HOUSES

Special

RIVAL FACTORIES
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GOLDEN PEER ON
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Coffee

agree

OLD RIPY WHISKEY

COORS

If

TOMMIE

Come to Our

PERSONALS

The Prescriptionist
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TRIALS FOR RIFLE TEAM.
Winthrop, Md., May 16. The opening volleys were fired today, on the
range of the United States marine
corps here, in the preliminary tryouls
to determine the personnel of the
American rifle team to be sent to the
at Stockholm tuts
Olympic games
summer. The militia of a number oi
states are represented among the entries. The preliminary competitions
will last three days. Prom tho results of these 25 high men will be
given a final trial next Monday for
the selection of the team.
v

MEETING OF TEXAS EDITORS
16. Every
May
Temple, Tex.,
from
phase of newspaper making,
the cost problem to the ethics of
journalism, is to be discussed by experts at the annual convention of the
Texas Press association, which openg
ed here today with a
attendance. Elaborate entertainment
has been provided for the editors and
their ladles during their three days'
stay in the city.

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Phjne Main 344,

&

Machine

Whaleo,
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Co.

Fowler Prop
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MY LADY OF DOUBT
R. AN
DALL PARRISH

By

Author oi"Love Under Fire," "My Lady of the North," etc.
Illustrations by HENRY THIEDE
Coprrid A.

C.

McGin KCc.
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(Continued from YSsterday)
"TOu snow tms aouse

s
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know anything about the glrlT"
"What girl? Do you mean Clair
Mortimer? Is the here?"
"Yea, her father la lying helplessly
wounded up stairs, and she must be
with him. Eric Is somewhere In the
hall, either dead or wounded. I saw
him fall Just as we retreated to the

stairs."
Farreil leaned oyer and called

I
I
5

to

some one below.
"Not yet, sir," was the answer.
"Well, hunt for him. Now, we'U go
up and And Claire. Major, can you
climb the rest of the stairs? Help him.
Duval."
I experienced no great difficulty, my
strength coming back rapidly. There
was
a wounded Dragoon leaning
against the wall, and half-wadown
the hafl lay another body, face down.
Without doubt this was the guard
had stationed there. Duval paused
to help the wounded man. but Farreil
and I moved on across the dead guard
to the open door beyond. Colonel
unable to move,
was
Mortimer,
propped up on his pillow, one hand
grasping a pistol. With shaking arm
he levelled It at us.
"Who are you? Quick, now!" he
quavered. "I've shot one, and I'm good
for more."
'
"You know me, Colonel," and Farreil stepped inside. "I am 'Bull' Far-rolthis is Major Lawrence." He
looked at us with dull eyes, his hand
falling weakly.
"Farreil Farreil surely, the black- - ..
mUL Mn...
t
i np tha or. i
ciuiui.
miui ijawrencer
fleer Claire knows?"
"Yes; he's a
object I
admit, but there has been a fight
down below, sir, in which he had a
bare. We've Just cleaned out Red
gang. We came up here to tell
the good news to you and your

ver near of secret passages In It?"
"I have beard It whispered In gossip," he answered, "that such were
here In the old Indian days. Why?"
"Because it Is true. The girl hid
me here from Grant. And that is
where we will find her. The opening
Is there by the false chimney, but I
hare no conception of how It works;
she made me turn my back while she
operated the mechanism,
He stooped down, and began search
along the fireplace, and I Joined him.
Together our bands felt over every
Inch of surface. There was no response, not even a crack to guide ua
At last be glanced aside, and our eyes

met

"1 think you a brave, noble woman."
hurst forth. "How could I fee! otherwise? Look up, little girl; I want
to see your face. No, don't shrink
back from me. There la no cause. I
know the whole atory without your
speaklnga word. You asked me to
come hack to help you, and I came."
"Yea," ahe whispered, "I know.
You have been bo good."
"Good! I loved you, dear. From the
moment I lifted you out of the way of
that mob in Philadelphia, I have loved
you. I did not underatand much that
occurred, but I have never doubted
you. Now I realize the cause of your
masquerade and know you were justified. I can bring you good newa Eric
la not a traitor, but waa a prisoner,
captured by Fagin. and held at Grant's
request. We found Mm bound and
uxder guard out yonder, as we ap
pleached the house."
"And be is here now?"
Tea; he was hurt In the fight, and
la still unconscious, but will live."
"His reputation"
"Ib safe. Washington believes he
brought him the news of Clinton's
route of march, and will never know
otherwise."
She arose to her feet, standing
straight and slender before me, the
flickering light of the candle on her
I

rne colon eT la half crazy, and the
boy la getting back hla senses."
We went up together, I hearing the
candle In one hand, and helping bar
along the circular atain with the
other. In the upper hall I glanced
below, but the bodies of the dead had
been removed.
Farreil stood
a great figure on his short

TIE
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THE

WANT

bare-beade- d,

legs.

"This has been a fine night's work,"
he said steadily, "the last of Fa gin's
gang."
"Dead?"
"Ay, and Grant with htm begging
your pardon, mistress."
Her eyes glanced from hla face into
mine, and my hand-clastightened.
It waa thus we went in together, and RATES
stood opposite the colonel's bed.
fTHE END.
p
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oalte to which
they bad been
nothing!0"1. llle stately minueu which their
Rain!
else for three successive days, and wearers had danced; thought of the
iny spirits were beginning to feel as happy and perhapu sorrowful hearts
damp as the dripping scenery which which the dainty bodices had covered.
a low cabinet, which had
I saw whenever I looked out of the ' Suddenly
before
windows.
escaped my notice, attracted
M was standing near my elbow
I had come to visit an elderlv
me
aunt,
who lived in the suburbs of a quaint
lifted the lid, and there, looking out
old town in New Jersey, after the ex- at me with
merry mocking faces,
citement of commencement days; I were the miniatures of the people,
wanted a rest before going back to who, nearly a half century ago, nad
begin the round of gayeties which lived in the scenes to which my
had carried me. The picwould inevitably fill a vacation spent
In the city, and the neighboring re- - tures were young girls and boys in
sorts but this was more than I had the dress of colonial times. I pon the
expected. One could not ride through top, two faces caught my eye. A
the muddy streets or walk on the sodj young girl of 18, wit flowing curls,
den paths
and imagine that they and a young man or 20. The familiar-werenjoying It. It was impossible Ity of the faces fascinated me. i
to find anything amusing, and on this racked my brain. The patter of the
particular afternoon I was almost des- rain drops upon the roof was very
I leaned back upon an old
perate.
soothing.
I looked at my aunt; she was doz- divan and I started, yes, surely 1
1 could
still
ing peacefully before the fire; I glanc- was still in the attic.
ed crossly at the books on the library see the spinnet in the corner, but,
shelves how stupid they looked! I could it be? Yes, a figure in a dimpushed back the curtains and looketf ity gown sat before it, and hear the
out at the landscape everything was strains of a dignified minuet and
saturated with water, and the sky a then I heard the swish of skirts and
eluleaden gray.
keavy
Hopelessly 1 the tap of dacing feet. The gay
floatof
miniatures
the
sive
was
figures
Aunt
jrned away.
sound asleep
this time, so I dared not touch the ed around me, and the girl and the
lano. There being ahsolutely (no youth with the hauntingly familiary
Safety valve for my superfluous ener races were the gayest of the dancers.
gy, I wandered upstairs, and before Then the forms faded into dimness,
I knew It, my restless spirits had di- and the scent of lavender and helio
rected my steps up the narrow spiral trope was everywhere. 1 was in a
staircase at the end of the big old garden, and was following two fig
fashioned hall. I had always suppos- ures along a path. Their laughing
ed they led to the garret, but before faces showed strangely bright from
they had looked gloomy and uninvit out the dim shadows. If could only
ing, and no desire had enticed me to reach them; I tried to run, lit tne
ascend them. But, here I was, open- scent of lavender and heliotrope was
ing a little old door, at the head of strong upon me. The girl turned and
the stairs.and there before me lay a In her hand was a spray of helioland romantic and alluring, and best trope which she tossed toward me,
of all, mysterious and unexplored.
laughingly. I felt It touch my foot,
The room was large and lighted by and I woke with a violent start; a
wicked little gray mouse had Just
dormer windows,
through which I
over my shoe. I turned to
scuttled
see
could
the branches of tall trees,
the cabinet. A ray of sunshine fell
covered with
AN OLD GARRET.
Rain! It had done

CATHARTICS AREN T FOR YOU

AUTOISTS URGING
SILVERWARE PREMIUMS
BUILDING OF
A

To any one paying cash or settling in full
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You old people, Syrup of Figs is
particularly for you. You who don't
exercise as much as you need to; who
like the easy chair. You, whose steps
are slow and whose muscles are less
elastic. You must realise that your
liver and ten yards of bowels have
also become less active.
Don't regard Syrup of Figs as
It stimulates the liver and
physic.
Just as exercise would do if
you took enough of W. It is not harsh
The help
like salts or cathartics.
which Syrup of Pigs gives to a torpid
liver and weak, sluggish bowels is
harmless, natural and gentle.
When eyes grow dim, you help them.
Do the same with your liver and
bowels when age makes them less
active. There Is nothing more important Costive, clogged-u- p bowels mean
that decaying, fermenting food is
clogged there and the pores or ducts
in these 3d feet of bowels suck this

1

1

t.

eve

16, 1912.

"8YRUP OF FIG8" IS BEST TO CLEANSE
HARMLESS, GENTLE
OF SOUR
YOUR STOMACH, LIVER AND 30 FEET OF BOWELS
WA8TC ,
BILE, DECAYING FOOD, GA8ES AND CLOGGED-U-

ga

rain drops, but the rain
no longer disturbed me, and I began
to look around me at my strangle
surroundings.
There were numberless trunks and
chests, large comfortable chairs, with
their leather upholstering worn and
motheaten; odd little spindle legged
tables, and In one corner an old spin-neThere were
cedar
wardrobes, too; and remembering
that my aunt had said I might see
her old costumes, I opened the doors,
which creaked on their rusty hinges.
A mingled but not unpleasant odor
of lavender and heliotrope, tinged
with camphor, greeted me as they
swung back. With gentle hands 1
drew forth the gowns, dimity, dainty
and faded; silks, heavily brocaded;
beautiful laces, yellowed with age.
As I sat on the floor with them scattered about me, and my fingers touched the dainty folds, I imagined the

MAY

across the two .faces. I looked out
through the dormer windows, the rain
had ceased.
Taking the two miniatures in my
hand I ran down to the library My
aunt wag still before the fire.
"Aunt," I said, "who are these?"
She took them and gazed at them
tenderly a moment before she, replied: "Your father and mother,
child, when they were young."

FRIENDSHIP.
"To you, my cheerful friend, to
you, who seems to be an exquisite
architect forever building up the castles of happiness out of all the losses
and crosses and wrecks and ruins
that fate may throw about you; to
you who can always see the silver
lining to every cloud, who poniard
your sorrows and shared your Joys,
and laugh and sing, and be content,

and gtill keep up the fight until life
rugged journey ends."
Wag ever a higher but still such a
tribute paid to friend
ship? Any one having enjoyed the
many pleasure of a true friend wil.
and weight of each
feel the truth
word that is written here, written by
one who has expienced the real
worth of mutual understanding.
What a comfort it is to have some
one to turn to in all your joys and
more especially your sorrows; to be
able to feel that there will always be
a consoling and attentive listener; to
test and prove the old saying that "a
friend in need Is a friend indeed."
Can anyone imagine a more wondrous
sight than to see two people bound
by this abiding tie, knowing that no
s
secret or
exist in such
a union?
A man Is to be pitied, oh, so much,
If he has gone through
this world
without having become a part of such
a tie. He has missed half of what
life offers to him and should seek
the wide world over to and some one
that he will joyfully and willingly put
his whole trust in. How often a person having friends fai's to appreciate
them, overlooking their ofttimes hidden charms, should he not join with
Emerson in calling down blessings
upon God, the beautiful who dally
showeth himself in his gifts and bow
his head in devout thanksgiving for
his friends, both the old and faithful
and the newly acquired ones?
It has been said that to have
known an ideal friendship, and had
it fade from your grasp, fleeing as a
pursued shadow before it haB been
touched with the base realities of
life, such as selfishness and misunderstanding, is the highest good. For
it is then that the virtues of the
one that has gone becomes crystal- d

harsh-feeling-

decaying waste and poisons into the
You will never get feeling
right until this is corrected but do
it gently. Don't have a bowel washday; don't use a bowel Irritant For
your sake, please use only gentle, effective Syrup of Figs. Then you are
not drugging yourself, for Syrup of
Figs is composed of only luscious figs,
senna and aromatlcs which can not
Injure.
A teaspoonful tonight will gently,
but thoroughly, move on and out of
your seystem by morning all the sour
bile, poisonous fermenting food and
waste matter without gripe,
clogged-unausea or weakness.
But get ithe genuine. Ask your
druggist for the full name, "Syrup of
Figs and Elixir of Senna." Refuse,
with contempt any other Fig Syrup
unless it bears the name prepared by
the California Fig Syrup Company,
Read the label.
blood.

p

in your heart, while you mediate in sweet, sad recollection of those
ized

that have gone before.
This affection does not discontinue
with man but is discerns ble In the
brute nature, especially in dogs. This
loyal friendship which a dog shows
for his master is well worth comment
and It is so noticeable and so beaun-futo look upon that many of our
great artists have chosen such scenes
for their masterpieces. L.andseer, tor
example, shows us the hearuelt sor- row of a dog at the death of his master, he reveals to us, In a picture,
where the dog still longing to be
with his kind friend refuses to leave
the side of the bier, how true and
sincere friendship is in an animal,
so how much more must it mean to
man, who can love and serve in a far
more jtntelligifafle roomemt.
In order to be a faithful servant in
this phase of life we must realize at
the outset that there are certain qualities we must foster and above all
many traits that must be overcome
and banished from our existence. Emerson tells us of the two most important elements that go to make up the
each so
composition of friendship,
vastly important that it is difficult to
decide whicli is the most essential,
so in order not to give more super
iority to the one or the other they
had best be brought to light simuTtan-eouslThey are truth and tenderness. What would frienflship mean
without truth, it would cease to exist
in the true sense of the word, for a
friend is one that we feel able to
vest our whole trust in; one that we
know is sincere and feel free to reveal the innermost secrets of our
heart to. Without the feeling of tenderness this passion would remain in
the embryo of its development, it is
the fire that kindles the mere outward forms of devotion, which would
remain dark and cold without this
touch of tenderness.
The desire for friendship is strong
in every human heart. A thought is
not our own until we have imparted
it to some one, possessing a quick
understanding and a heartfelt sympathy. It is through this comradeship
that the best in our nature Is revealed.
Unrelated men give little joy
to each other; they will never discover the latent powersof each other.
Our friends are given to us by God
and like all of his numerous gifts we
should use rather than disuse them.
Charles Klngsley is one of the many
persons who has experienced the
joys of friendship and has felt its
worth. This is plainly seen when
upon being asked for the secret of
his exquisite sympathy and fine imagination, he paused a space, and then
answered, "I had a friend."
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TRAVEL WILL DECREA8E
ACTION IS NOT TAKEN

IF

With the coming of the summer sea
owing to the staging of
the Johnson-Flyn- n
bout In Las Ve- gas on July 4, will bring hundreds of
tourists from the north and east, the
autoiats of the city are calling the attention of the public to the condition
of the roads and river crossings in
this gection of the new state. The
roads between here and Raton are
in fairly good condition, but one riv- er crossing north of Watrous over
the Mora river is practically lmpag- gable. From bank to bank the crossing is about 100 feet wide. The riv
er bed ia rocky and it is the general
opinion of the autoists of Las Vegas
and transient tourists that a bridge
is necessary.
R. J. Taupert, Mayor of East Las
Vegas and one of the prominent auto
mobile owners of the Meadow City,
said thig morning, that he odngidered
the congtruction of a bridge over the
crossing a necessity, but that if anything is going to be done it U up to
the people of Las Vegas to start the
ball rolling.
"If one of the first tourists to make
the trip through the new state gets
stuck in the river north of Watrous,
It is probable he will gpread the news
of a bad ford and no doubt many who
would come to Las Vegas to attend
the big bout making the trip in
would get cold feet," said
Mr. Taupert.
"If the Meadow City
expects to draw the tourists of Colorado it is up to them to get busy and
remedy thig one bad step in the Denver-Las
Vegas road."
Mr. Taupert said that a substantial
wooden bridge could he erected for
$6 a running foot, or approximately
$600 for the complete structure.
son, which,

It would gurprlge you to know of
the great good that is being done by
Chamberlain's Tableta. Dariua Downey, of Newberg Junction. N. B.,
writes. "My wife has been using
ChamLerlain'a Tablets and finds them
very effectual and doing hev lots of
good.'' If you have any trouble with
your stomach or bowels give them a
trial For sale by all dealers.

every 30 days, we will give the well known Rogers
Triple Plate Silverware on exhibition in our window. See back of sale slips for basis of drawing.
Commence at once and become a regular customer
and secure just what you want in this line of
goods FREE. We will sell you goods as cheap as or
cheaper than our competitors. Give us a trial, we
want you for a steady customer.

Las Vegas Mercantile Co.

Jefferson Raynoid
President
Davis Vice President)

E. D. Raynold&ZVice
B.

Stephen

President
Hal'ett Reynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Uhdividid

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

COAL AMD WOOD
NUT

SUGARITE LUMP

retail
W. C OND ON

and
wholesale;
Dm

m

HOW'S THI87
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, hare known

Round Trip Excursion

n"

Rates

$45-6-0

San Francisco and return direct

inter-Toled-

Seattle Tacoma & other points

O

Take Hall's Family Pills for eon
8tipatlon.

$50.00
$60.00

Tickets for sale begining Apr. 27th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
For further information. Call on or write.

Mrs. Wm. a. Allen, Chacon, N. M.,
had go severe a cough that it nearly
choked her to death. Mr Allen Bays:

"We tried many things without helping her when by good luck l got a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It helped her at once and finally cured her. It la the best medicine we ever used." O. G. Shaefer,
Red Croag Drug Co.

121

00

D.L. BATCHELOR,

Capital Paid in

Agent.

Surplus

$100,000.00

M. CL'NMNOHAn,
PRANK SPRINGER.

Mm In 21

California & Northwest

F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken

r.

Pofits $35,000

$50,000.00

P,eMnt

HOSKINS,

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

WON'TYOUJOIN

US!

Les Vegas Servings Bank

''We are going to have a few congenial people over
tonight. Won't you and your good wife join us? Mrs.
Small and I will be delighted to have you."
Invitations by Bell Telephone often take the place of
more formal written invitations.

EVERY BELL TELEPHONE IS A LONG

DIS-

TANCE STATION.

1

WITH

STATES TELEPHONE

AND

TELEGRAPH CO

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Our Ice is not only absolutely pure

it's cheaper than the impure Ice in
the long run. It lasts longer, tastes
better and Is more wholesome In every
way. Don't purchase inferior Ice when
you can get our Ice at the price you
can. A trial order will convince you
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone 227 Main.

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President

Treasurer

Interest Paid on Deposis

CaihUr

r
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For Rent Modern
Grand avenua

WE WILL SELL TODAY & TOMORROW
15

pounds Beet Sugar for
pounds Cane Sugar for

$1.00
$1.00

WE NEED THE BUSINESS
AND

IF

PRICE QUALITY AND SERVICE
CAN GET IT, WE WILL

IKE DAVIS
.

. .

THE CASH GROCER

.

,

.

Our Storm will ba open until 9 tonight

FOR CASH

-17

pound sack Cream L Flour
y
pound sack Cream L Flour
Undoubtedly the beet flour 7alue In this market.
60 pound saik Lily Flour
,
26 pound sack Lily Flour
,
60 pound sack "C. O." Flour
25 pound sack "C. C." Flour
100 pounds beet sugar
15 pounds beet sugar
100 pounds cane sugar
.
14 pounds cane sugar
..,
50 pounds best Colorado potatoes
.,
20 pounds pure lard
10 pounds pure lard
,
5 pounds pure lard
3 pounds pure lard
20 pounds compound
10 pounds compound
6 pounds compound
..,
3 pounds compound
Standard hams
t
Standard bacon
2 cans Eureka peas
.i
Splendid value.
3 cans Leader peas
3 cans Independence beans
,

1.56

60
26

80c
?1.56
80c
?L60
75c
$6.25

a

J1.00
$6.45

fl.00
$1.50
$2.60
$1.35

,

.

,

3
8
100

Bars

6

25c
25c

J II

mm

OP
Luv
.

,.

.

$3.00

.,

f Tf p

Bars Sunny Monday
Bars Crystal White
Pearline

Bars

100

3

$4.00

Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages

City Soda Crackers

Graham Crackers
Pilot Wafers
Lemon Cream Biscuits
Cream Toast

25c

2I

The Home Of The Best Of Everything Eatable
15
14

$1.00

ji.oo
25c
25c
25c
25c
25c
30c

.45c
,

30c
66c
65c
65c
25c

&

NEWMAN MAKING GOOD.
Louis Newman, formerly of this
city, one of the coming lightweight
boxers of the west, will meet Phil
Kearney in Denver tomorrow nigh',
at a smoker of the Independent Athletic club in Gibson hall. Newman
has been showing excellent torm of
late and according to the Denver

Times, Joe Rivers, the game little
All persons knoginw themselves io lightweight scrapper, said yesteTCSy
that Newman
be Indebted to me will please call after seeing a work-ouand settle by May 25. Dr. E. L. Ham was one of the best lightweights that
he had seen in action since leavln?
mond.
the coast The following is the article from the Times:
Louis Newman,
the
promising
young lightweight, who is working
out every afternoon at the Eagles'
hall in preparation for his bout Fri
day night with Phil Kearney at the
initial smoker of the Independent Athletic club, given at Gibson hall, 3836
Walnut street, is creating quite a lit
tle interest among the numerous fans
Who first experiences the
who visit the Eagle quarters to watch
fine quality of our laundry
the training stunt of the several
work. After a while he gets
scrappers now in training there.
Joe Rivers, the little Mexican
used to it and expects perfect
machine, who is matched with Ad
Wolgast for the lightweight cham
laundering from us as a matter
pionship on July 4, visited the Eagle
of course. And he is never
training camp last week and aftet
watching Newman work with Howard
disappointed. We do good work
Baker for three fast rounds, declarfirst, last and all the time. Send
ed him to be one of the best lightweights that he had seen in aetion
us your Shirts, Collars etc.,
since leaving the coast. Newman beand you'll be happy in your
lieves, that he can defeat Kearney,
and
after disposing of him will take
after.
linen ever
on all comers. Kearney is going
through the most systematic siege of
training in his whole career.
NOTICE.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

Phone Mam

81

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

FOR SALE

617 Douglas

right

show

One 5 foot and one up
case. 5, 10 and 25c

REDUCTION

Seven mountain lions, three sliver
tip griszly bears, seven black grizz:y
bears and four cinnamon bears, that
is to say the skins of them, have
been received by Gross Kelly & Company. The animals are the spoils
of H. W. Kelly's recent trip, and, according to the story told by Gross
Kelly employes, "the boss got 'em
all at one shot" At least ne bougnt
them all at once. The bears and lions
are from Colorado and the mountainous states north of New Mexico and
were secured by Mr. Kelly through
T. J. Brown, a fur dealer of Kansas
City. The best of the mountain Hon
skins was taken off the body whole
and is ready for stuffing and mount
ing. The other lion and bear skins
will make excellent robes and
rugs.

Today is Ascension day,' the
upon which the Christian world
commemorates
the ascension of
and night.
Christ into heaven. It was observed
with special services by the Catholic
Why pay rent when you can own and
Episcopal churches of Las Ve
your own home for a small invest, gas.
ment with easy terms on deferred pay
ments? See F. J. Wesner.'
The Las Vegas camp of Royal
of America will hold their
Neighbors
Kodaks, kodak films, printing, de- first
An appeal has been made bv Mavor
regular
meeting tomorrow night
veloping and everything that belongs at the W. O. W. hall. All memRobert J. Taupert and other city offi
to the kodak line, can be found at
bers are requested to be present as cials to the charitably disposed ladies
509 Sixth street.
Mrs. L. P. "Wright.
there will be important business to of Las Vegas to come to the assitance
transact.
Visiting neighbors invited of Mrs. Anna Klein and her seven
There is no business as profitable to be
months old baby who were deserted
present
or none so healthful as stock farming
seevral days ago by the husband and
in the mountains. I have several good
The fishing season opened yester father. Mr. Klein left the wife and
stock ranches for sale very cheap. F.
day and many wielders of the rod, al baby penniless and In the ODinton of
Wesner, 612 Lincoln avenue, East though unable, because of the mud the city officers It is up to some of the
Las Vegas, N. M.
dy roads, to get Into the mountains, people to help the deserted pair. Mrs.
began making preparations for whip Klein is willing to work. Previous to
her marriage to Mr. Klein, two years
For sale, residence, 1016 Fifth ping the streams at the earliest
posstreet, 3 lots, 6 rooms and bath. Fur- sible opportunity. Next
ago the woman was employed as a
mornSunday
nished or unfurnished,
good cellar ing Is expected to witness an exodus seamstress, working on men's clothes.
Mrs. Klein is not an invalid and for
and
Cheap if taken in to the country of the fishermen.
this reason the city authorities do not
the next few days.
feel that her admission to the Las VeEdward W. Thias expects to leave
gas hospital Is demanded. Mrs. Klein
E. H. Mitchell is planning to run a in the near future
for Los Angeles
daily automobile stage to El Porvenir Calif., where he will locate perma and baby are staying at the Central
during the coming summer. This will nently, having secured a position with hotel. The whereabouts of the husmake it possible for persons desiring the Los Angeles Transfer company. band Is not known.
a day's outing to enjoy a pleasant Mr. Thias has resided in Las
Vegas
trip.
several years and has a large number of friends here. He will be great- CLEVELAND GRAYS WILL
Luis Guerin, who has been operat ly missed at social functions of the
ing a transfer business, has entered younger set, in which he was quite
VISIT IN LAS .VEGAS
the employ of the Charles Ilfeld com- popular. For the past year and a
pany and is driving the big gray half Mr. Thias has been employed in
CRACK MILITARY ORGANIZATION
team. Guerin replaced V. C. Baca, the jewelry store of Robert J.
OF OHIO TO ATTEND BOXING
who resigned.
The Cleveland Grays, the crack mili

tary organization of

SALE AT
CREENBEROER'S

FOR WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY
Copyright Han Scbaffncrf & Man

15

lb

17

I8TH

We have found by experience
that a straight discount is the
best method whereby our cus
tomer may receive the grea ri
est benefit from a EBDUCTION
SALE and owing to an over
stock of merchandise we have
decided to give you 25 PER
CENT DISCOUNT on all Men s
and Boys Suits, This includes
all our new spring goods HART,
SCHAPPNER AND MARX
included.
We also are going to give for
these 4 days 20 PER CENT
DISCOUNT ON ALL CHILD-REN- S
SUITS.

urn

Ohio, will be in

Las Vegas on July 4 to attend th
battle. The comnanv
has 200 members, over 50 of whom
are millionaires. The organization is
made up zouaves who are hiehlv n
ftcient In drilling. They will be ask- ed to put on an exhibition drill in
Las
Vegas.
Company H of the National
Guard is planning to entertain the
visitors while they are here. Tha
Grays will go from Las Vegas to Santa Fe where, on July 5,
they will participate in the De Vargas day pageant
Flynn-Johnso-

PER CENT

n

DR. CLYCE ELFCTFn
Bristol, Tenn., May 16. Dr. Thorn
as C. Clyce of Austin, Tex.,
president
of Austin College, was elected
moderator of the Southern Presbyterian
church general assembly in session
here today.

GREENBERGERS
THE ONLY STORE IN THE CITY HANDLING

HIGH GRADE

SUITS FOR MEN.

If you must iron, why not get some pleasure out
of it. Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. Once tried, you will never be without an

ELECTRIC IRON.

For the Cholcset of

Lqls Vegas Light & Power Co.
r

FRESH
SANITARY
BAKERY

Store.

15C

!5C
25c
25c
25c
17c

U

AN OBJECT LESSON

25

Hayward Co, Store

GOODS

FOR

65c
40c
90c
50c
30c

FOR CASH ONLY, MAY IB 16 17th

At The Graaf

Miss Delia Mclntyre, who has been
The Reo touring car belonging to
seriously ill for some time past, is
reported to be improving rapidly.
Percy Holman arrived yesterday fron
Mr. Holman's former
home in at
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged Louis, and was unloaded in the after
in the wood.
Direct from distillery noon.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
There will be a regular meeting of
Just a few days until commenceEastern Star Friday, May 17. Initla
ment.
We have many appropriate
tlon. All members are requested to
gifts for the graduates. A. P. Moran,
be
present Visiting members are cor521
Sixth street.
dially invited to attend.

Happy Man

$1.00
25c

pounds beet sugar
pounds cane sugar
6 pounds potatoes
5 pounds Mexican beans
3 packages Macaroni
3 packages Spagettl
3 packages Vermicllll
l pound mixed tea
1 66c bottle of Richelieu alad dressing
y
,
1 40c bottla of lemon extract
1 3 pound Jar Heinz preserves,
blackberry
1 3 pound Jar Helm preserves, raspberry
1 3 pound jar Heinz preserves, Damson
1 32 ounce jar pure fruit apple butter
.
1 25c can table apples
1 25c box toilet soap
7 bars tar soap
8 bars Diamond C soap
,
8 bags salt
j
Standard Breakfast bacon, by the side, per pound
Pure lard, large pails
Pure lard, medium palls
Pure lard, small pails
.(
Compound lard, large palls
Compound lard, medium pails
Compound lard, small pails
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It's a

26 POUNDS MEXICAN BEANS
4 POUNDS BUCKWHEAT FLOUR

J. H. Stearns,

the Masonic cemetery. Rev. J. 8.
Moore, rector of the church, officiatThe Meadow City Dancing club ed at the services. The i.all beards
will hold its fortnightly
dance to- were C. D. Bouclver. R. u M. Koss,
night in the O. R. C. hall. A large N. O. Herman, George H. Kinkel, Si.
R. Williams and O. L.
crowd and good time is expected.
Gregory.

t,

UUU

25

rt avenue.

The art exhibit of the public
schools, which will be held next weeit,
will occur on Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons instead of on Wednesday and Thursday, as announced
yesterday. The exhibition will be
held In Room 15 in the Douglas avenue school building.

I

M

Bars Lights House Soap
Bars Diamond C Soap

Angeles Saturday night, occurred this

Mr. and Mrs. Joe EUedge
have afternoon from St. Paul's Memorial
moved into the house at 917 Lincoln Episcopal church. Interment was in

EXHIBITION

I

Macaroni
Vermacelll
Spaghetti
Noodles

70c
5c
$2.10
.$1.15
60c
35c
17c
18c
25c

)

.

Hello! Where are you going?
To the White Kitchen to get a good
25c meal.
Home cooking. Open day

N. B.

I5--16--

bedrooms,

uu

The funeral of Mrs. James S. DunTry a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
can, Sr., who died suddenly in Los

Spanish dance at Rosenthal hall
day night. Admission free.

TO OUR OTHER SPECIALS
16

'

LOCAL NEWS

IN ADDITION

1

I
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Plant some of our seeds beside (he kind
you have been using and note the difference
next year you will use ours
in results,
altogether.
5

PERRY ONION & SON
SEEDSMEN

&

FLORIST- S-

Goto

BOUCHER'S
"The Store of Satisfaction"

The Famous Taylor Nursery Bed
J. C JGHNSEN

& SON, Local Agents

